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ABSTRACT 

The Remote Consultation and Diagnosis (RCD) in Global Picture Archiving and 

Conuiunication System (Global PACS) is a unique suite of multimedia telemedicine 

applications developed at the University of Arizona. The applications support real-time 

patients' data, image files, audio and video consultation and diagnosis annotation 

exchanges. The RCD enables joint collaboration between pathologists, radiologists, or 

physicians while they are at distant geographical locations. This project provides four 

RCD scenarios, i.e.. Case Review, Case Acquire, Store and Forward Analysis, as well as 

Interactive Diagnosis and Consultation. The RCD Global PACS environment consists of 

heterogeneous, autonomous, and legacy resources. The Conmion Object Request Broker 

Architecture (CORBA), Java Database Connectivity (JDBC), and Java language provide 

the capability to combine the RCD Global PACS resources into an integrated, 

interoperable, and scalable system. The underneath technology, including IDL, ORB, 

Event Service, QOP, JDBC/ODBC, legacy system wrapping and Java implementation are 

explored. This distributed collaborative CORBA/JDBC based framework will challenge 

the advanced, medical information management requirements. It also makes the RCD 

Global PACS both hardware and software technologically independent. As our research 

and development extend, we will continue to incorporate the latest advances in computer 

technology. RCD Global PACS is not another new tool in telemedicine, but rather a new 

paradigm for the delivery of health services that requires process reengineering, cultural 



changes, as well as organizational changes. It is a whole new way of practicing 

telemedicine. We ensure that the RCD Global PACS project has long-term, 

comprehensive solutions for today and tomorrow's healthcare needs. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

There are basic trends present in computing and technology today that will have a drastic 

impact on the way a picture archiving and communications system (PACS) will work in 

the future. At present, for example, soft-copy viewing and archiving are generally 

accepted technologies. As PACS adopts information systems, it will have to adapt its 

ways to obtain the full benefit of the new information technology. Clearly, on the other 

hand, the technology must be suitable for initial integration into the normal operating 

patterns of the present PACS. 

1.1 Background and Statement of the Problem 

A Global PACS is a national network, which interconnects several PACS networks at 

medical and hospital complexes. A complete Global PACS system and its major 

components are shown in Figure 1-1. The components include: equipment for scanning 

images, viewing workstations for consultation, database management systems (or 

database archive system, DBAS) for images and patient demographic data storage and 

retrieval, as well as the communication network to connect all these components into an 

integrated system. 
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Viewing Workstations Viewing Workstation 

Radiology 
Modality 

PACS 
PACS 

Film Digitizer 

Global PACS 

DICOM 
Server 
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I I 

Remote DBAS 

Viewing Workstation Local DBAS 

Figure 1-1 Global PACS Architecture and Components 

Apparently, the three technologies to watch because of their implications for Global 

PACS are (I) database technologies, (2) user interfaces, and (3) distributed computing 

and connectivity. Database performance, reliability, and capability relates directly to 

Global PACS performance. In user interfaces, integration of all image-enhancement 

functions into the soft-copy station is important. Voice recognition will have a major 

impact on the efficiency of reporting and diagnosis. Component-based software will 

emerge. For example, software tools provided by image scanner or DICOM (Digital 

Imaging and Communication in Medicine) Server become "buttons" that can be dragged 

among applications as desired. The applications and interface to the component-based 

software can be distributed on demand. Thus, distributed computing will integrate itself 

into the Global PACS. 
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What are the implications of these developments for Global PACS? High availability of 

the database will become crucial as Global PACS grows. Object oriented technology will 

only become important as the components in the PACS enterprise become object oriented 

as well. The other sign of evolution in Global PACS design is the move towards an open 

architecture with multi-vendor equipment based on indusUy standards for interconnection 

of imaging devices as well as other PACS components. 

Clearly, the integration methodology used to support such Global PACS architecture 

must have certain key characteristics: 

(1) distributed', it must support a service object model that is distributed across a regional 

PACS over LAN and WAN networks. 

(2) platform independent: it must support multiple computing platforms, from 

mainframes to servers to desktop PCs. 

(3) heterogeneous: it must support all different types and classes of medical equipment 

and software tools from many different vendors. 

(4) location insensitive: it must allow components in Global PACS to replaced, repaired, 

upgraded and changed without compromising its ability. 

Therefore, the vast spectrum of information and functionality exchanges imposed on 

Global PACS. Obviously, interoperability is a key technology that allows this exchange 

to scale. Interoperability is also the ability to leverage and reuse system content and 

fiinctionality to an end user or to another system. Another problem of Global PACS is 
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most components have been extensively, proprietarily implemented. Problems with the 

Global PACS components interoperability and their interfaces are the biggest hurdles to 

overcome as shown in Figure 1-2. Therefore, the installation of PACS is only the 

"logical consequence" of the introduction of information technologies in many different 

fields in medicine. 

Viewing WS 

Client 

Viewing WS 

Client 

Global PACS Environment 
mterface mterface 
Image 

Equipment legacy 
database 

mterface 
interface interface interface interface Audio 

Data 
Server 

Relational 
(OO)DBMS 

DICOM 
(archive) 

DBAS 
file 

Video 
Data 

Server Server 

Figure 1-2 Problems in Global PACS 

1.2 Objective 

This research will develop a framework of Global PACS in distributed collaborative 

environments that can be used for multimedia data exchanges for tele-healthcare 

applications, i.e.. Remote Consultation and Diagnosis (RCD). Moreover, the same 
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framework can be extended in any distributed, object oriented, collaborative applications, 

for example, distance learning and modeling and simulation. 

Remote diagnosing can be described as a medical practice where a medical specialist 

diagnoses a patient based on tele-transmitted information about the patient. Particular 

focus has been placed on information through images or pictures. Remote consultation 

implies that a medical specialist confers with another medical specialist about particular 

difficult cases, interpretation of findings, etc. In addition to the medical services 

practiced during remote consultation and diagnosis, matters concerning education, 

instructions and co-operation between health institutions are also kept in mind. 

A RCD Global PACS system based on distributed object computing must be careful 

architecture. The system can be viewed as a set of object services and a set of client 

applications. Each client application has a defined, interactive user interface. The object 

services provide and manage the information for the RCD clients. The ultimate goal is to 

have a complete set of services with a single fine-grained framework. The RCD Global 

PACS strategy is an approach towards a single architecture where hardware and software 

from multiple vendors coexist in harmony. This is achieved by categorizing information 

into components or services (object services) as they conmiunicate, by passing the 

information via interface invocations of objects. These object services are manufactured 

by different vendors and can run on different computers on networks. 

The aim of the study is to gather the experiences of the day-to-day practice, 

organizational aspects and hindrances to develop the full potential of the RCD 
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installation. With the development of Global PACS and the wider availability for 

imaging workstations it is our goal to make this tool, RCD, more widely and easily 

available. In addition, the technique can assist radiologists and clinicians in providing 

more accurate, objective and reproducible image interpretation. 

The primary advantage of integrating Global PACS resources together is the ability to 

provide a complete electronic patient record in Radiology. Accessing up-to-date, critical 

patient data from various areas over the network can mean an enormous saving in both 

time and money. Therefore, it is natural to foresee that efforts will be developed to 

provide the medical user with advanced tools to assist them in data analysis, knowledge 

finding and decision making. It is also important to adapt new technology to the medical 

users' needs rather than to watch the users progressively adapt themselves to a 

technology-driven evolution in the medical world. 

1.3 Approach 

The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORB A) of the Object Management 

Group (OMG) sets forth the open system, cross platform standard which best meets RCD 

Global PACS requirements. CORBA is based upon the notion of an Object Request 

Broker (ORB) that is used to register objects and methods across a network and is 

accessed by applications wishing to utilize of modify information over the network. 

CORB A-based component software is universally accessible and inter-operates across 

boundaries of operating systems, networks, languages, development tools and 
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applications, as well as interface styles. Furthermore, CORBA Interface Definition 

Language (IDL) is both platform and language independent and can be supported in 

virtually any distributed computing environment. This network centric view of 

distributed computing is an ideal fit for the aforementioned requirements. 

We have chosen CORBA, an object-oriented middleware protocols, for RCD Global 

PACS development. By using CORBA gives us several beneHts in the Global PACS 

distributed computing environment. For example, we are able to interface legacy 

database by developing CORBA wrapper that allows us to access the data structures in 

the database without disturbing the existing database. Interoperability and scalability are 

other benefits of using CORBA. Actually, in all cases a CORBA interface service maps a 

subset of a Global PACS component onto a set of object classes which have been defined, 

using CORBA DDL, to represent the "customer interface" of that component. Each 

interface service incorporates an ORB. 

Java language provides a simpler and newer way to develop, manage, and deploy 

Client/Server applications. It is simple, object-oriented, distributed, robust, secure, 

architecture-neutral, portable, multithreaded, and dynamic. Java offers tremendous 

flexibility for distributed application development, but it currently does not support a 

Client/Server paradigm. CORBA provides the missing link between the Java portable 

applications environment and the world of intergaiactic back-end services [61]. CORBA 

lets Java objects conununicate with any other objects. Java and CORBA are very 
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complementary. The intersection of Java and CORBA object technologies are the natural 

next step in the evolution of the RCD Global PACS architecture. 

The project plans to integrate Java-based RCD software over CORBA middleware over 

ATM networks to provide a research and development environment for Global PACS 

practice. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DISTRIBUTED MULTIMEDIA REMOTE CONSULTATION AND 

DL^GNOSIS SYSTEM 

2.1 Overall RCD Global PACS Architecture and Background 

A logical, heterogeneous Global PACS architecture with several collaborating PACS 

networks for tele-radiology applications is shown in Figure 1-1. In the diagram, each 

PACS network represents a hospital or clinical site. Each PACS has one or more 

database archive systems (DBAS) for storing or retrieving multimedia patient records and 

images. Physicians use the viewing workstations to retrieve patient cases and perform 

analysis or consultation. During a consultation session, diagnosis is added to the patient 

records in the form of voice, image annotations and image processing commands. 

The Computer Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL) at the University of Arizona has 

developed interactive Remote Consultation and Diagnosis (RCD) software in C, C-H- and 

Java, which enables medical personnel to exchange relevant multimedia patient data 

across TCP/IP Internet [13] [14]. The software implementation is illustrated as follows: 

(I) In a RCD session, a physician at one workstation establishes a socket connection with 

a consulting physician at another workstation, to study and eventually render to diagnoses 

about a set of images from a patient. (2) The set of images can be retrieved from a 
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distributed DBAS file system and simultaneously displayed on both workstations. (3) 

Using the pointing mouse, annotations can be exchanged between workstations or added 

to the images at local workstation and simultaneously viewed at the remote workstation. 

In addition, a CORB A-based multimedia streaming bi-directional audio and video 

channels for a RCD session has been developed [68]. 

2.2 Protocol Stack 

The goal of this research is to develop a protocol framework for the multimedia 

collaborative RCD Global PACS applications in object-oriented, distributed computing 

environment. Figure 2-1 shows the protocol stack, which can support the system [1]. 

TELEMEDICINE USERS 

CORBA, JAVA 
IDLs, JDBC 

TRANSPORT & NETWORK 
PROTOCOLS 

Global PACS 
BACKBONE 

Global PACS Applications 

MIDDLEWARE 

LANs, WANs, MANs 
Using 

ATM Technology 

TCP/IP 
SUP, PPP, & 

ATMAAL 

Figure 2-1 Global PACS Network Protocols 
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In the diagram, middleware protocols operate above the Transport Layer and provide 

standard network services to various Application Layer packages, e.g., RCD applications. 

Middleware protocol offers the advantages provide in the Distributed Computing 

Environment (DCE), for example, heterogeneity, interoperability, and scalability. 

The CORBA-based middleware protocols and Java programming language allow the 

object-oriented RCD applications to support heterogeneous platforms, interoperable to 

legacy software, as well as reliable and scalable abilities in the distributed Global PACS 

environment. The research will develop components including protocol stack that can be 

integrated into the new multimedia collaborative system prototypes. The JDBC database 

connectivity, indicated in the diagram, will be addressed in Chapter 4. 

2.3 RCD Functional Models 

There are specitic grades of service required for participants in a telemedicine 

environment [4]. The service requirements are categorized and briefly described here. 

The telemedicine grades of service are defined as RCD functional models. 

2.3.1 Case Review 

Patient image can be retrieved from a DBAS for case review. Specialists could also use 

this service to review cases have been forwarded to the DBAS from remote clinics. The 

specialist could retrieve the reviewed cases and see the comments and diagnoses. The 

interaction between a DBAS and a viewing workstation is shown in Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2: Functional Model of the Case Review Grade of Service 

2.3.2 Case Store and Forward 

A specialist at the remote site can acquire static images and subsequently perform case 

reviewing. In this scenario, the rural clinic scans in multiple patient images for one or 

more cases and batch forwards them to a DBAS workstation at a tertiary care center. 

Once the images have been forwarded to the shared DBAS, medical specialists at the 

tertiary care center can retrieve the images and make a diagnosis. This diagnosis is added 

to the patient record in the DBAS that can then be reviewed at the remote clinic. In cases 

where a time-critical diagnosis is required, the image can be forwarded to the image 

DBAS and a diagnosis can be exchanged via a telephone conversation or faxed response. 

A functional model of remote case store and forward activity is shown in Figure 2-3. 
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Figure 2-3: Functional Model of the Case Store and Forward Grade of Service 

2.3.3 Interactive Remote Consultation and Diagnosis 

The remote consultation and diagnosis scenario involves two or more medical experts at 

different sites conducting a real-time consultation session [33]. Physicians simultaneously 

retrieve an image from the DBAS and view the image on their respective workstations. 

While viewing the image the physicians can exchange real-time voice and image 

annotation commands between workstations to aid in the analysis of the image. The 

annotation data is carried through the network and can be saved with the image as a 

permanent record of the consultation session. Vital sign information may also be passed 

between workstations when it is pertinent to the diagnosis. Figure 2-4 is a functional 

diagram of an RCD session. 
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Figure 2-4: Functional Model of the Remote Consultation and Diagnosis Grade of 

Service 

2.4 Objects Classes and Components 

An object-oriented analysis and design of the RCD applications were conducted within 

the CERL lab to guide development of the new software [IS]. The related objects and 

components are defined in Figure 2-5. These object classes and components will be 

modified and implemented so that they can be accessed as CORB A objects in the 

collaborative RCD systems. 
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• Graphical User Interface (GUI) Class 

• Multimedia Object Classes 

• Vital Signs Object Class 

• Imaging Annotation Object Class 

• Textual Object Class 

• Security Object Class 

• Synchronization & Communication Object Classes 

• Multimedia I/O Stream and Buffer Object Classes 

• Management & Control Object Classes 

• Performance Evaluation Object Class 

• Remote Consultation & Diagnosis (RCD) Component 

• DBAS (Database Archive System) Component 

• Imaging Equipment Component 

• DICOM Server Component 

Figure 2-5 RCD Object Classes and Components 

2.4.1 Objects in RCD 

The RCD software was originally written in the C programming language, for use on Sun 

and DEC Alpha workstations. The desire to improve the reliability, robustness, 

interoperability, and maintainability of the RCD code has led to new implementations of 

part or all of the RCD software in C-H- [13] and most recently Java [ 14]. Java version of 

RCD has been explored at the University of Arizona to use the existing Web for 

communication and remote consultations for medical documents. Figure 2-6 shows 

object classes and their relationships within a RCD session. A brief description of each 

object class is given below. [74] 
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Figure 2-6: Decomposition of the RCD Application in Object Classes 

2.4.1.1 GUI Object Class 

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) class represents the tools used for human-to-

computer interaction during RCD sessions. The GUI may include menus, buttons, 

graphics, textual and visual information, image annotation, full-duplex audio, and video 

information. The GUI class is responsible for collecting relevant session information to 

be passed onto the user. The GUI class also distributes user input to other RCD objects 

whose states depend on the user. The objects in the class are linked with other objects in 
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RCD, e.g., management and control objects. A detailed analysis and Java implementation 

of the GUI class is presented in [14]. 

2.4.1.2 Vital Signs Object Class 

The vital signs object class manages the collection and organization of patient vital signs 

including body temperature, blood pressure, heart rate, oxygenated Oi, and a 12-Iead 

EKG. A vital sign session can be part of the RCD session or stored and forwarded for 

remote consultation. This object class is not covered in the current research. 

2.4.1.3 Audio Object Class 

The audio object class handles real-time and playback of audio sequences at the RCD 

workstation. Digital audio is encoded to sequences of 8-bit or 16-bit samples using 

standard telephone Coder/Decoder (CODEC) conversion. The audio sequences are two-

way conversations between consulting physicians or audio notes to be stored with a 

patient record. 

2.4.1.4 Video Object Class 

The video object class handles real-time and playback video sequences. The video 

sequences are digital format using MPEG compression frames. Video sequences can be 

generated from digital camera or pre-recorded video on VCR or CD disk formats. Video 

sequences can be stored as video object classes in the multimedia database archive 
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system. A detailed analysis and Java, C implementation of the Audio and Video classes 

are presented in [68]. 

2.4.1.5 Annotation Object Class 

Image annotation commands are exchanged between consulting physicians during a RCD 

or teaching session. The annotation commands, interact with the GUI class, are issued by 

the physicians using a mouse or pointing device. Annotation commands may include 

fixed-pointing, box outlining, or free hand drawing superimposed over an image. These 

object types are graphical in nature and represent functions in a whiteboard frame. 

2.4.1.6 Management and Control Object Class 

This object class handles the overhead for a telemedicine workstation to establish and 

carry out consultation sessions with other workstations. The object includes a list of 

pertinent communications parameters such as accessible workstation nodes, network 

addresses, status, type of communications resource required and available, and quality of 

service for a session. The middleware API provides calls for accessing this information 

from the distributed network elements. The quality of service in CORB A-based 

middleware framework for distributed multimedia systems has been defined and 

developed in [68]. 
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2.4.1.7 Security Object Class 

The security object class includes several types of security information required for the 

management and operation of security services in the teiemedicine system. Security 

object types may include secure node information, authorization and authentication 

procedures, encryption methods and keys, session keys, key distribution methods and 

security management information. Security objects can be invoked at many levels in a 

teiemedicine system, such as the user access application level and the packet data 

encryption level. This class of objects and research are under developing and 

constructing by CERL. 

2.4.1.8 Synchronization Object Class 

The synchronization object class includes algorithms and procedures for synchronizing 

different types of multimedia information. For examples, the class can include the 

synchronization information between audio and video objects, image and annotation 

commands, or audio and annotation commands. Synchronization objects use 

semaphores, time stamping, and protocols as synchronization algorithms between related 

objects. The time stamping algorithm for synchronizing between audio objects and 

annotation commands in RCD has been developed by [13] [16]. 
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2.4.1.9 Buffer Object Class 

The buffer object class controls jitter by queuing data until it is synchronized and ready 

for use. Buffering takes place on all data traversing the network stack to abstract the 

application from network timing idiosyncrasies and dependencies. 

2.4.1.10 File Stream Object Class 

The file stream objects include flies, e.g., images, which must be transferred between 

nodes over networks. These nodes can be RCD workstations or the Database Archive 

System. The objects represent a flow of packets, and the objects inherent the format of 

their types, i.e., audio, video, annotation commands, etc. 

2.4.1.11 Communication Object Class 

The conmiunication object class represents a group of connectivity mechanism. For 

example, objects conduct communication via middleware APIs or TCP/IP sockets. These 

objects provide the communication paradigm to the data objects described above, i.e., 

annotation conmiands, file streams, etc, and link the multimedia information exchanging 

over the disuibuted computing environment. 

2.4.1.12 Performance Evaluation Object Class 
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The performance evaluation object class includes parameters and criteria that measure the 

performance of the telemedicine system. Parameters to be measured are length of 

message transmitted and received, frequency of message, type of message object, type of 

conmiunication resource used, bandwidth of communication resource used, message 

response time, number of retransmissions, time length of a session, actual bandwidth 

utilization, and other parameters. This class may require an interface to the 

conmiunication resource management and control functions. The performance evaluation 

object class is invoked by operations in the GUI objects. 

2.4.2 RCD Components 

The components in the collaborative RCD systems are either RCD Client or RCD Service 

Provider, which uses RCD objects and classes. The Service Providers, e.g., image 

equipment, DBAS, are legacy objects in the CORBA framework. A legacy application, 

module, or entry point can be encapsulated in a "wrapper" that defines an interface to the 

legacy code. Creating an object wrapper gives the legacy or existing code a CORBA-

compliant interface, making it interoperable with other objects in a disUibuted computing 

environment. In addition, software objects that comply with the CORBA standard are 

portable. Thus, objects built on one platform can be deployed on any other supported 

platforms. 
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CHAPTERS 

IVflDDLEWARE FOUNDATION AND COMMUNICATION 

MECHANISM 

3.1 Overview of CORB A Concepts and Common Services 

CORBA is intended to support distributed, heterogeneous, object-oriented applications. 

Distributed applications can have objects distributed anywhere in a network, i.e., LAN, 

WAN, or Internetwork. Heterogeneous means different parts of the system can use 

different programming languages, operating systems, hardware, as well as networking 

protocols. In other words, CORBA automates may common network progranuning tasks 

such as object registration, location, and activation; request demultiplexing; framing and 

error-handling; parameter marshalling and demarshalling; and operation dispatching. 

CORBA Object Services define a wide variety of common system services [57]. These 

services, defined independently of operating environments, provide the system developer 

with standard interfaces to functionality that is conmionly used. CORBA concepts and its 

Conmion Services are described as follows. 

3.1.1 CORBA Concepts 
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Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORB A) is an open standard for 

distributed object computing [19]. Figure 3-1 illustrates the primary components in the 

CORB A concept. The CORBA standard defines a set of components that allow client 

applications to invoke operations (op) with arguments (args) on object implementations. 

The responsibility of each component in CORBA and its implications is described below 

[50]-[53]: 
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Figure 3-1 Common Object Request Broker Architecture Components 
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(1) Object Implementation An Object Implementation is comprised of data and 

operations required to realize an object's behavior. Generally, it defines operations that 

implement a CORBA IDL interface, but might also include code to activate and 

deactivate objects (constructors and destructor). Object implementations can be written in 

a variety of languages including C, C++, Java, Smalltalk, and Ada. 

(2) Client This is the program entity that invokes an operation on an object 

implementation. Accessing the services of a remote object should be transparent to the 

caller. Ideally, it should be as simple as calling a method on an object. The remaining 

components in Figure 3-1 help to support this level of transparency. 

(3) Object Request Broker (ORB) When a client invokes an operation, the ORB is 

responsible for finding the object implementation, delivering the request to the object, 

and returning the response (if any) to the client. 

(4) ORB Interface An ORB is a logical entity that may be implemented in various ways, 

i.e., one or more processes or a set of libraries. To de-couple applications from 

implementation details, the CORBA specification defines an abstract interface for an 

ORB. This interface provides various functions such as converting object references to 

strings and vice versa, and creating argument lists for requests made through the dynamic 

invocation interface (DU) described below. 

(5) CORBA IDL Stubs and Skeletons CORBA IDL stubs and skeletons serve as the 

"glue" between the client and server applications, respectively, and the ORB. Stubs 

marshal typed data objects firom a high-level application representation to a low-level 
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packet representation, where skeletons de-marshal the low-level packet representation 

back into a typed data object that is meaningful to the application. The transformation 

between CORBAIDL definitions and the target programming language is automated by a 

CORB A IDL compiler. The use of a compiler reduces the potential for inconsistencies 

between client stubs and server skeletons and increases opportunities for automated 

compiler optimizations. 

(6) Dynamic Invocation Interface (DII) and Dynamic Skeleton Interface (DSI) The 

on allows a client to access the underlying request mechanisms provided by an ORB. 

Applications use the DII to dynamically issue requests to objects without requiring IDL 

interface-specific stubs to be linked in the process. The DSI is the server side's analogue 

to client side's DII. The DSI allows an ORB to deliver requests to an object 

implementation or ORB bridges that has no compile-time knowledge of the type of object 

it is implementing. The client making the request need not be aware that the 

implementation is using the type-specific IDL skeletons or the dynamic skeletons. 

(7) Object Adapter The Object Adapter assists the ORB by demultiplexing requests to 

the target object and dispatching operation upcalls on the object. In addition, the Object 

Adapter associates object implementations with the ORB. Object Adapters can be 

specialized to provide support for certain object implementation styles, e.g., OODB 

Object Adapters for persistence, library Object Adapters for non-remote objects, and real

time Object Adapters [49] for applications that require Quality of Service (QoS) 

guarantees. 
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In general, the steps involved in sending a request through an IDL stub are shown in 

Figure 3-2 [79]. 
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Figure 3-2 A request sent through an IDL stub 

The client invokes an operation by calling a stub. The operation arguments are marshaled 

into a request message, which is sent through the ORB core. These arguments are de-

marshaled at the object implementation side, where the request is delivered to the object 

as an upcall through an IDL-generated skeleton. When the object implementation 

concludes the processing of the request, control and results are returned. The results 

returned by this upcall are marshaled into a reply message, which is sent back to the client 

through the ORB core. These results are de-marshaled at the client side and returned to 

the client process. 
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(8) Interface Repository (IR) is an online database of meta information about ORB 

object type, i.e., OMGIDL type system information. Meta information stored for objects 

includes modules, interfaces, operations, attributes and exceptions. The information can 

be dynamically accessed, stored, and updated using Interface Repository interfaces. 

Moreover, the information is organized hierarchically and can be traversed from top to 

bottom. Therefore, a client can browse an interface repository or can look up the 

interface of any object for which it has a reference. Sunmiarizing, an IR enables clients to 

learn about or update interface descriptions at runtime. 

(9) Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP) One issue that has been a problem with early ORB 

implementations is the interoperability of ORBs provided by different vendors. The 

General Inter-ORB Protocol (GIOP) specifies a standard of transfer syntax and a set of 

message formats for communications between ORBs. The Internet Inter-ORB Protocol 

(HOP) specifies how GIOP messages are exchanged using TCP/IP connections. HOP is 

robust, scalable, and transaction-oriented. It runs on top of TCP/IP, as described before, 

requires no special configuration, and is fast becoming the standard for communication 

between and among distributed objects running on the Internet and enterprise Intranets. 

CORBA 2.0 compliant objects are fully interoperable because they use IIOP to 

conmiunicate. 

3.1.2 CORBA Common Services 
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CORBA Object Services [57] define a wide variety of system services. The Common 

Object Service Specification (COSS) provides a specification for these services, e.g.. 

Naming Service, Event Service, Persistent Object Service, Concurrency Control Service, 

Transaction Service, Security Service, Trader Service, etc. Currendy, each CORBA 

vendor implements a subset of the Common Object Service. Here, we only focus on the 

Naming Service and Event Service. 

(1) The Naming Service allows clients to find objects based on names using Naming 

Context specification [57]. It also includes the hierarchical naming space and supports an 

integrated naming resolution with other naming domains such as X.500, OSF DCE and 

Sun NIS. The Naming Service is important to provide object location transparency. 

(2) The Event Service provides a basic asynchronous communication in ORB. It de

couples the event supplier(s) from the event consumer(s). The supplier-consumer model 

allows an object to communicate an important change in state, i.e., a disk running out of 

free space, to any other objects that might be interested in such an event. Both "pull" and 

"push" communication mechanism are specified. 

The use of CORBA as communication middleware enhances application flexibility and 

portability. It automates many common development tasks such as object location, 

parameter marshaling, and object activation. These features enable complex distributed 

and concurrent applications to be developed more rapidly and correctly. CORBA 

represents a paradigm shift in middleware - an industry-wide agreement on distributed 

object interaction protocols and framework services. The primary drawback to using 
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CORBA, as the high-level middleware, is its potential for low throughput, high latency, 

and lack of scalability over high-speed networks. In general, existing implementations of 

CORBA have not been optimized significandy since performance has not been an issue 

on low-speed networks [50] - [53]. 

3.1.3 Benefits of CORBA 

CORBA is an open solution based on a published specification. It is implemented and 

supported on a wide variety of hardware and operating system platforms. A CORBA-

compliant software object has a defined interface. All communications go through that 

interface. Changes to the implementation of the object do not affect other objects, so 

long as the object's interface remains the same. Developers can code to the defined 

interface knowing that modifications will not break other parts of the distributed 

application. 

On average, 70% of the work for developing new applications is spent on building 

infrastructure, with only 30% focusing on the specific needs for the application to fulfill. 

A standards-based distributed computing model, such as CORBA, solves this problem by 

providing a reusable infrastructure that allows developers to focus on the specific 

business problems at hand. A legacy application, module, or entry point can be 

encapsulated in a "wrapper" that defmes an interface to the legacy code. Creating an 

object wrapper gives the legacy or existing code a CORB A-compliant interface, making it 

interoperable with other objects in a distributed computing environment. In addition. 
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software objects that comply with the CORBA standard are portable. Thus, objects built 

on one platform can be deployed on any other supported platforms. 

3.1.4 ORB Performance Issues 

Although performance is a huge di^erentiating factor among ORBs, there currently is no 

consensus on how best to test ORBs. It is easy to develop a test that stresses an ORB 

within a narrow band of applicability. But there are no benchmarks that can give a 

complete and accurate picture of ORB performance [78]. 

Schmidt [69] compared the performances of sending/receiving data buffers in "C sockets" 

as well as CORBA Orbix [65] and VisiBroker C-H- [84] implementations. A series of 

tests were run to transfer 64 Mbytes of user data in buffers ranging from 1 byte to 128 

Kbytes over 10 Mbps Ethernet and 155 Mbps ATM networks. Two different sizes of 

socket queues were used; 8K (the default on Sun OS 5.4) and 64K (the maximum size 

supported by SunOS 5.4). The results indicate that CORBA-based implementations and 

the "C sockets" version over Ethernet show much less variation than those over ATM 

network, with the performance for all tests ranging form around 8 to 8.7 Mbps with 64K 

socket queues. In contrast, it is clear that the CORBA-based implementations ran 

considerably slower than the "C sockets" version on the ATM network. 

This behavior stems from the higher fixed overhead of CORBA (such as demultiplexing 

and memory management) that lower its performance. For example, the read and write 

system calls accounted for more than 99% of the execution time in C socket version. 
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However, in CORB A implementations, besides read and write operations, they spent 4 to 

15% of their time performing other tasks, e.g., copying and/or inspecting data (memcpy, 

strcpy, and strlen), checking for activity on other I/O handles, and manipulating signal 

handles. These overheads ultimately limit the throughput achievable with the CORBA 

implementations. 

In addition, all measurements and test results [62] [63] [84] illustrate that the choice of 

CORBA IDL parameter data types has a significant impact on performance. Complex 

multi-level parameters, i.e., "structs", are more expensive than simple parameters due to 

the marshaling and demarshaling of the structures. The performance variation between 

the "sequence" and "string" indicates there are differences in their IDL-to-C++ 

mappings. The IDL "sequence" mapping contains a length field, whereas the "string" 

mapping does not. 

Therefore, bandwidth-intensive and delay-sensitive streaming applications like medical 

images or teleconferencing are not supported efficiently by contemporary CORBA 

implementations due to data copying, demultiplexing, and memory management 

overheads. These overheads are often masked on low-speed networks like Ethernet and 

Token Ring. On high-speed networks like ATM or FDDI, the overhead becomes a 

significant factor limiting communication performance. Low-speed networks often hide 

performance overheads. 

The primary drawback with the "sockets", in C, C-H-, or Java, network programming 

applications is that they do not support the flexibility of object location and the exchange 
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of binary data between different computer architectures. Thus, sockets are most useful 

for point-to-point high-performance streaming applications and transmitting bulk Hafa 

efficiently [49]-[53] [68]. 

We came across a good analysis of ORBs on high-speed networks by [69] as described 

above. The research also states that ORBs behave similarly to a remote procedure call 

(RPC) mechanism when transmitting data over a network. When ORBs are used in large 

burst applications, the primary inhibitors to good performance are the extensive data 

copying and type formatting necessary during the marshaling stages of a method call, 

particularly when dealing with richly typed data. 

However, [69] research covers only one aspect of ORB performance: large one-way data 

transfers, such as used in medical imaging applications. A typical transaction-oriented 

application would have a much higher rate of request/reply communication and depend 

on more remote server objects. Additionally, ORBs can be affected by object creation, 

activation and destruction; number of simultaneous requests; ORB resource consumption; 

and object resource consumption. 

Moreover, during interoperability tests [78], ORBs easily saturated a 10-Mbps Ethernet 

segment. This is sufficient for good response time down to the desktop. The 

performance argument comes down to this: ORBs have demonstrated the ability to 

achieve performance comparable to all conunon forms of middleware. In addition, the 

architecture is inherently more scalable than other middleware options. Except in the 

most stringent performance-sensitive applications, it will be hard to justify choosing a 
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middleware solution that will outweigh these benefits combined with the ease of its 

object-oriented model. 

3.1.5 CORBA Quality of Service (QoS) 

Quality of Service is defined as the collective effect of service performances that 

determine the degree of satisfaction of a user of the specific service. A pure definition for 

Quality of Service is almost certainly unattainable. It is difficult to separate the concepts 

of behavior, performance, constraint and quality of service. Quality of Service is a term 

applied to a range of aspects of digital communications and distributed computing. These 

aspects include reliability, throughput, security, performance and usability, supported by 

functional aspects such as error detection and error corrections. Quality of Service 

essentially sets the expectations and governs the performance of communications within a 

system. Much effort is now being aimed at Open Distributed Processing, especially 

multimedia applications where Quality of Service aspects such as end-to-end delivery and 

Inter/Intra network synchronization are of increasing importance. 

There is increasing demand to extend object-oriented middleware, i.e., CORBA, to 

support applications with stringent quality of service (QoS) requirements. For example, 

conmion application QoS requirements include: 

(1) High bandwidth CORBA ORBs must provide high throughput to bandwidth-

sensitive applications such as medical imaging or teleconferencing systems. 
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(2) Low latency CORB A ORBs must support low latency for delay-sensitive 

applications such as real-time multimedia or distributed interactive simulations. 

(3) Scalability of endsystems and distributed systems CORBA ORBs must scale 

efficiently and predictably as the number of objects in endsystems and distributed 

systems increases. 

Although conventional ORBs do not yet provide adequate QoS guarantees to these 

applications, it is possible to implement and improve ORBs that can support high-

performance, real-time applications [46] [49]. 

3.2 JDBC/ODBC Concepts and Components 

JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) is a Java API for executing SQL statements [81]. It 

enables a JDBC program on a client machine to access data in ODBC (Open Database 

Connectivity) data sources on a server machine. 

3.2.1 ODBC Concepts and Performance 
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As business generated more and more data, more DBMS' were purchased. There is a 

fast-growing need for a common method of integrating, accessing, managing, and 

analyzing data throughout the enterprise. As Figure 3-3 shows, to access each different 

database environment, an application developer must learn each vendor's programming 

interface and database language. This results in a redundant, complex coding effort. The 
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Figure 3-3 Before ODBC, applications had to be rewritten for each supported DBMS 
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developer must also ensure that the proper programming interface, network, and DBMS 

software are installed in the client and server systems. Figure 3-3 illustrates the complex 

task that developers and users face when trying to achieve broad database connectivity. 

The heterogeneous database connectivity is the key to solving these problems. 

The answer to these problems is Open Database Connectivity (ODBC). Developed by 

Microsoft and based on the Call Level Interface specification of the SQL Access Group 

(SAG), ODBC allows users to access data in heterogeneous environments of relational 

and non-relational databases. It deHnes a standard, database-independent API, and it 

supports a wide variety of SQL features, including outer joins, transaction processing, and 

stored procedure calls. 

Each application uses the ODBC API to interact with many types of data sources through 

DMBS-specific drivers. The Driver Manager sits between the application and the drivers. 

Depending upon the platform, the drivers are implemented as dynamic-link libraries 

(Windows) or shared libraries (Unix). 
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Figure 3-4 With ODBC, application developers only code to one API 

Figure 3-4 shows how application development is simplified by using the ODBC API to 

code the database access portion of an application. 

The primary goal of database connectivity is to provide a means for accessing multiple, 

heterogeneous data sources from a single application. By doing this, developers not only 

satisfy end-users' demands for wider access to enterprise data, but they also enhance 

application flexibility. This means that the application can access data even though the 

underlying system or data source changes. 
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Since ODBC adds a software layer between multiple applications and multiple data 

sources, there is a common belief that ODBC degrades application performance and 

limits functionality and access to DBMS features. This is not true. Although evidence 

suggests that ODBC does produce minimal performance degradation, many applications 

show no performance degradation at all, and early testers have found that the choice of 

the database, networking protocol, and physical layout are generally more important than 

the use of ODBC in maintaining performance levels [77]. In return for this minor 

performance impact, developers reap the benefits of database independence and enhanced 

portability. 

Performance considerations for a database connectivity implementation differ when the 

database may be halfway around the world. Database applications on the Internet will 

experience quite different network response times than database applications on a local 

area network. 

3.2.2 JDBC Concepts 

JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) is a Java API for executing SQL statements. It 

consists of a set of classes and interfaces written in the Java programming language that 

makes it easy to send SQL statements to virtually any relational database. JavaSoft 

created the JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) specification recognizing the urgency of a 

standard DBMS API for Java. JDBC enables the Java developer to connect to a SQL-

capable data source, send SQL statements to the data source, and return status messages 
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and data records resulting from the SQL execution. In other words, with the JDBC API, 

it is not necessary to write one program to access a Sybase database, another program to 

access an Oracle database, and so on. One can write a single program using the JDBC 

API, and the program will be able to send SQL statements to the appropriate database. 

There are two major sets of interfaces shown in Figure 3-5. 
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Figure 3-5 JDBC API Layers 

First, there is a JDBC API for application developers. Second, there is a lower level 

JDBC Driver API. The JDBC API is expressed as a series of abstract Java interfaces that 
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allow an application programmer to open connections to particular databases, execute 

SQL statements, and process the results. The most important interfaces are: 

(1) java.sql.DriverManager which handles loading of drivers and provides support for 

creating new database connections. 

(2) java.sql.Connection which represents a connection to a particular database. 

(3) java.sql.Statement which acts as a container for executing a SQL statement on a given 

connection. 

(4) java.sql.ResultSet which controls access to the row results of a given Statement. 

The java.sql.Statement interface has two important sub-types: java.sql.PrepareStatement 

for executing a pre-compiled SQL statement as well as java.sql.CallableStatement for 

executing a call to a database stored procedure. The former is used in this project. 

The JDBC Driver Interface, java.sqI.Driver, needs to provide implementations of the 

abstract classes provided by the JDBC APL Specifically, each driver must provide 

implementations of java.sqi.Connection, java.sql.Statement, java.sql.PreparedStatement, 

java.sql.CallableStatement, and java.sql.ResultSet. JavaSoft provides an implement of 

JDBC on top of ODBC, shown as the JDBC-ODBC bridges in the picture above. 

3.2.3 JDBC Functionality 
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The JDBC specification itself is just a collection of interfaces and abstract classes that 

each vendor must implement to write a JDBC-compliant driver. Literally, the java.sql,* 

classes are descriptions of classes and methods that must be written in order to produce a 

JDBC driver. The functionality of JDBC is described here in terms of the normal 

progression through a database session, from connecting to disconnecting. 

(1) Obtaining a Connection 

There are three classes that pertain to opening a connection to the DBMS: 

java.sql.DriverManager, java.sql.Connection, and java.sql.DtatbaseMetaData. The 

DriverManager loads the appropriate JDBC driver, after which you can create Connection 

object. The Connection object is very important in JDBC; many other objects are 

constructed and many methods are executed in the context of a java.sql.Connection. The 

DatabaseMetaData returns information about the client's connection and interesting 

information about the database to which the client has connected. 

(2) Making a Query and Getting Its Results 

After connecting, most clients will perform a query, either a select statement, or an insert, 

update, or delete statement. The java.sql.Statement class is used to compose and execute 

particular kinds of SQL queries on the DBMS. The results of a query are used to create a 

java.sql.ResultSet. The JDBC ResultSet is navigable in only one direction, "next", and 

there are limitations on manipulating results. Although ResultSet does not allow for very 

sophisticated query management, it is a good foundation upon which to build other 

higher-level APIs. 
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(3) Other JDBC Classes 

Other JDBC classes are supplied for utility purposes, like java.sql.Types, that encapsulate 

Java types for database use, andjava.sql.Date, java.sql.Time, and java.sql.Timestamp. 

There are some classes that a developer writing an application may never use directly, but 

which the vendor that implements the JDBC specification uses internally, like 

java.sql.DataTrunctation, java.sql,DriverInfo and java.sql.DriverPropenyInfo. Exception 

handling is provided in the classes java.sql.Exception and java.sql.Waming. 

3.2.4 JDBC Driver Types 

JDBC drivers fit into one of the four categories: 

(1) The JDBC-ODBC bridges provide JDBC access via most ODBC drivers. It consists 

of an ODBC translation interface interposed between JDBC and ODBC. 

(2) A native-API partly-Java driver converts JDBC calls into calls on the client API for 

DBMS. It contains a mix of Java and native code, speaks the native protocol of a 

particular relational database product. 

(3) A net-protocol all-Java driver translates JDBC calls into a DBMS-independent net 

protocol, e.g., QOP, which is then translated into a DBMS protocol by a server. It is 

also known as net-centric JDBC driver. In other words, this type driver uses a DBMS-

vender-neutral protocol to send SQL over the network, and a corresponding server 

module uses a DBMS-specific calling interface to deliver the SQL to the database 
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manager. In general, it is the most flexible JDBC alternative. The driver is 100% pure 

Java code. 

(4) A native-protocol all-Java driver converts JDBC calls into the network protocol used 

by DBMSs directly. Since many of these protocols are proprietary. The database 

vendors themselves will be the primary source for this style of driver. This type 

driver is 100% pure Java code that uses a DBMS-specific protocol to deliver SQL to 

the database manager. 

Selected vendors with their JDBC products and the driver types are listed in Figure 3-6. 

Vendor 

Borland 

IBM 

JavaSoft 

OpenLink 

Sybase, Inc 

Visigenic 

Product 

InterClient 

Type 

0B2 Client Support for 2/3 
Java using JDBC 

JDBC-ODBC Bridge 1 

JDBC Drivers 

jdbcCONNECT 

VisiChannel for Java 

3/4 

DBMSs supported 

InterBase 4.0 

IBM DB2 Version 2 

Several dozen through 
ODBC drivers 

Oracle, Informix, 
Sybase, MS SQL server 
CA-Ingres, Progress, 
Unify, and Postgress95 
Sybase SQL Server, 
SQL Anywhere, Sybase 
IQ, legacy DB via 
Sybase 
OmniCONNECT 
Several dozen through 
ODBC drivers 

Figure 3-6 JDBC Vendors and Driver Types 
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The net-centric JDBC driver avoids all the disadvantages of non-Java binaries by 

separating the JDBC driver into a JDBS Server and a pure-Java JDBC Client. The JDBC 

Client implements the minimum necessary logic to pass SQL over the network to the 

JDBC Server and receive the data back. The JDBC Server manages the direct connection 

to the DBMS, manages any exception and status events resulting form SQL execution, 

and finally packages the data for transmission over the network to the JCBC Client. 

The net-centric architecture JDBC driver has all the benefits of a three-tier architecture. 

Access control, load-balancing, DBMS specific extensions, encryption and compression 

can be implemented at the JDBC Server tier between the JDBC Client and the DBMS. 

A substantial amount of net-centric JDBC driver implementation is dedicated to the 

communication between its distributed components. The CORBA-based JDBC drivers 

would benefit greatly from being implemented on a pervasive distributed computing 

infrastructure. The Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP) is a standard candidate for 

ubiquitous inter-object conmiunication protocol for all CORBA implementations using 

TCP/IP as described in Chapter 2. nOP was originally motivated to standardize 

interoperability between different CORBA vendor implementations. However, IIOP has 

been rapidly adopted because it defines a standard set of message contents, formats, and 

semantics for transmitting requests and replies between objects. nOP-based JDBC 

implementation for the net-centric JDBC driver has adopted by some JDBC vendors. The 

implementation also eliminates the firewall problem [75]. A JDBC implementation 

based on CORBA and IIOP realizes the best features of all these different approaches. 
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3.2.5 JDBC Driver Performance Evaluations 

JDBC adds a number of modules to the Java run-time environment: a class file, the driver 

manager and the JDBC driver itself, as shown in Figure 3-5, with four types. In general 

Type 1 drivers are the slowest, and Type 2 drivers are the quickest. Type 3 drivers load 

swiftly but do not execute requests as fast as Type 2 drivers. Type 4 drivers are efficient 

but no match for Type 2 [76]. 

During execution of a Java applet or application, the JDBC layers consume the CPU as 

they translate from one interface to another and convert data types from one 

representation to another. However, a Type 4 driver does not require translation because 

it uses the DBMS' native protocol. Type 1 drivers, JDBC-to-ODBC bridge, slow 

database accesses, compared with Type 4 drivers, by a factor of two, largely because of 

the conversions the bridge had to perform. A Type 3 or 4 JDBC driver, written wholly in 

Java, incurs the biggest execution performance penalty because Java has the well-known 

performance problem. However, Type 4 drivers can cleverly use the DBMS product's 

native protocol to minimize Java's CPU consumption. 

Further analyses were performed by [76]. For example, during a series of JDBC-based 

database accesses, i.e., 15 clients running concurrently, the average network utilization 

was low, no matter the types of the drivers. This observation concludes that CPU speed, 

not network bandwidth, is JDBC's biggest bottleneck. The sizes of the data messages on 

the network wire usually were fairly small during the JDBC sessions. 
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There is some of the improvement database and driver vendors need to make before 

JDBC becomes really useful. The first is scrollable cursors. At present, we can fetch a 

series of table rows in a forward direction, but we cannot move backward in a table to 

rows we have previously fetched. We found this limitation particularly annoying. 

Reissuing a query just to reload a row takes a great deal of time, not to mention awkward 

program code. 

Relational databases and JDBC drivers need to be able to handle the de-blocking of 

multiple rows returned in a single response message. For example, suppose the result set 

for a query is 20 rows of a table; sending each row, one by one, can be a slow process. 

The database should be able to send multiple rows in a single response, and the JDBC 

driver should be able to hand the next row to the application a de-blocking the response. 

At present, JDBC drivers only get one row at a time over the network from a RDBMS. 

Launching multiple threads within a Java program to process database rows is an 

approach worth looking at, depending on the design of our application. We might realize 

some performance gains from this approach. However, be aware that we will need a 

separate connection for each thread and we will need to make sure the driver we are using 

is thread-safe. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RCD ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

The component-based and distributed-object computing framework enables the 

collaborative RCD architecture to build an infrastructure that is adaptive to ongoing 

change and responsive to new technology. Distributed object technology fundamentally 

changes all RCD Global PACS architecture. Coupled with a powerful communications 

infrastructure, distributed objects divide the RCD Client/Server implementation into self-

managing components, or objects, that can interoperate across disparate networks and 

operating systems. 

4.1 RCD Components and its Service Providers 

The collaborative RCD Global PACS based on distributed object computing must be 

careful architecture. The collaborative RCD systems can be viewed as a set of object 

services and client applications. The design strategy is an approach towards a single 

architecture where hardware and software of the RCD components coexist in harmony. 

The ultimate goal is to have a complete set of services and client applications with a 

single fine-grained firamework. This framework will consist of (1) CORBA ORB objects 

bus, (2) JDBC database connectivity, (3) asynchronous event channel synchronization, 
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and (4) high performance sockets for bulk data transferring. The framework or the 

protocol stack defined in this project is shown in Figure 4-1. 

Ii 1E ges 
RCDWS RCDWS 

Event Service 

CORBA (ORB) 

TCP/IP (sockets) Xransport & Network Protocols 
ATM AAL 

LANs, WANs, MANs 
using 

ATM Technology 

Global PACS 
Backbone 

Figure 4-1 RCD Protocol Stack Layers 

The RCD client and its related service providers are shown in Figure 4-2. 
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Figure 4-2 RCD Client and its Relation to Other Components 

The wrapped service provider components are covered in this section. The JDBC 

database component will be discussed in Chapter 6. Binding to the appropriate service 

provides is accomplished via communication between two or more Object Request 

Broker (ORBs), as shown in the diagram. 

The Event Service provides a basic asynchronous communication for the components in 

the collaborative RCD systems. The push-supplier and pull-consumer model allows 

RCD objects to synchronize important events during RCD sessions over network. 

Medical image transferring between RCD components is bandwidth-intensive and delay-

sensitive. Thus, sockets are used to transmit bulk of data efficiently. The architecture 

and implementation of RCD sessions are illustrated in details later in this Chapter. 
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4.2 Service Provider Wrapping and IDL Definitions 

The basic collaborative RCD system with "wrapped" Service Providers are shown in 

Figure 4-3. 

DICOM 
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Scanner 
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(VisiBroker 
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Figure 4-3 RCD CORBA-based Service Provider Components 

They are (I) Database Server, (2) DICOM Server, (3) Multimedia Streaming IDevices for 

remote consultation, (4) MedSpeak Server for voice recognition, and (5) Scanner, hi the 

diagram, the information and functionality of the collaborative RCD system is provided 

through a number of object services. Each object service has several interfaces that 

provide data or functionality to the RCD client applications. These interfaces are 

registered with the Object Request Broker (ORB), who facilitates client application 
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access to object services via these interfaces. The Interface Definition Language (IDL) 

describes the object services interfaces. Initially, the IDL interfaces to these object 

services will represent fairly coarse-grained objects. But through perpetual iteration, finer 

grained objects will emerge. 

In all cases a CORB A interface service maps a subset of a RCD component onto a set of 

object classes which have been defined, using CORBA IDL, to represent the "customer 

interface" of that component. Each interface service incorporates an ORB. 

4.2.1 Service Provider Wrapping Techniques 

Wrapping techniques provide a natural way of integrating legacy systems with each other 

and with new software. Legacy systems usually involve complex objects; object 

wrapping provides key techniques for managing complexity. The developer may have 

limited control over a legacy system, but an object wrapper re-encapsulates the systems, 

enabling more adaptable systems. In this document, we use the term "legacy systems" to 

describe all forms of preexisting components. 

4.2.1.1 Reasons for Wrapping 

Object wrapping is a practice that is well suited to the integration of legacy systems for 

several reasons: 



(1) Legacy systems often are closed systems with no access to source code or 

documentation. 

(2) Object wrapping allows for information hiding. 

(3) Wrappers provide access to a legacy system through application program 

interfaces (APIs), regardless of the internal implementation complexity of the 

system. 

(4) Wrappers provide technology migration paths for legacy systems, allowing 

component upgrade without affecting the rest of the system. 

Thus, a wrapper allows new styles of access to an application, while preserving the 

current operational access. It also makes legacy software accessible in a distributed 

computing environment. Further, the same framework that enables legacy application 

wrapping can also serve as the infrastructure for new and hybrid applications. 

4.2.1.2 Wrapping Categories 

This section describes the wrapping approach used for various application categories. 

Types of wrapping include: 

a. Database Wrapping 

b. Application Progranmiing foterface (API) Wrapping 

c. Scripting (for applications that have a command line interface) 

d. Screen Scrapers 
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4.2.1.2.1 Database Wrapping 

Individual data files, data tables, and even whole DBMS could be wrapped as objects in 

the distributed computing environment [58]. However, a major concern is how the 

database is being used by other applications in the environment. For example, existing 

database applications may contain data integrity rules, and bypassing these applications to 

access the database, i.e., individual data files, directly may cause problems. In addition, 

performance considerations may require system optimizations such as de-normalization 

of a relational database tables or the caching of data outside the database. If a wrapper 

object is actually constructed from multiple database tables, the database locking 

constraints may reduce concurrency. Finally, transaction boundaries (i.e., Begin 

Transaction, Commit, Rollback) may have to be made visible at the database wrapper 

object, i.e., data file or data table. All of these considerations make database wrapping 

the most complex wrapping task. For this reason, when database wrapping is done at 

either data file or database table level, it frequently allows only read access to the 

database [62]. 

A simpler alternative that can minimize the problem is encapsulating the entire database 

as an object. This approach may retain the same order of efficiency as queries in the 

legacy database because the same database queries could ultimately be invoked by the 

wrapped database object's methods, i.e., via available APIs. Wrapping a whole database 

system can be an efficient means of establishing compatibility with the new interoperable 

environment. 
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4.2.1.2.2 API Wrapping 

Many legacy applications have progranuning interfaces. The key advantage to an API 

wrapping approach is that the API is presumably well behaved and represents all the 

functions available in the application. API wrapping allows great flexibility in presenting 

existing application functions in new ways. For example, a wrapper can be used to "mask 

off' parts of an application in a way that prevents a user from accessing certain functions 

such that a simplified view of the application is presented. Perhaps the most important 

concern for an API wrapping approach is that the potential complexity of mapping the 

existing APIs to desired wrapper functions. 

4.2.1.2.3 Script Wrappers 

Many legacy applications, e.g., CHCS (Composite Health Care System), have no API, no 

access to code and can only be accessed via a conmiand line interface. Manipulation of 

the data occurs within this closed system using that system's menus, user interfaces, or 

toolset, by executing and exercising them from a "script". The information returned by 

the wrapped application is then packaged as files and sent back to the client [59]. 

4.2.1.2.4 Screen Scraper Wrappers 
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"Screen scraping" is the process of automating a forms- or screen-driven interface. It is 

essentially a special case of a command line or script wrapping. In general, screen 

scraping is a technique of last resort and is only suitable for 3270- or Forms-style screen 

interfaces. 
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API 
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Command 
Line 
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Screen Scraper 
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i i i i i k 

' ^ f ^ f 

API Command Line Interface Forms Interface 

Application Logic 
Database 

Legacy Application 

Figure 4-4 Composite View of Wrapping Techniques 

One of the key benefits of wrapping is that services may be provided by a legacy system 

or by a new object. The clients cannot distinguish between the implementations. Figure 

4-4 is a composite illustration of all these wrapping techniques. It shows the architectural 
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relationships of wrapping components but does not represent the design of any actual 

system for application integration. 

4.2.2 RCD Service Provider Wrapping 

The collaborative RCD Global PACS Project has identified the need for distributed 

computing environment. It requires interfaces to legacy databases, image equipment 

(e.g., Lumiscan LSDT scanner), as well as DICOM (Digital Imaging and 

Communications in Medicine) Server. These components in the RCD system are 

heterogeneous. It means different parts of the system can use different progranmiing 

languages, different operating systems, different hardware, as well as different 

networking protocols or middleware. Java offers flexibility for distributed application 

development [66]. The distributed processing middleware is migrating toward CORBA 

[19]. We have determined that the wrapping techniques with Java/CORBA IDLs can 

integrate all heterogeneous Global PACS objects (Service Providers) into the 

collaborative RCD architecture. 

For example, in the RCD Global PACS framework, the wrapping of a DICOM Server or 

Scanner may mean the mapping of some of its functions onto the OMG CORBA IDL 

operations and encapsulate it within the CORBA object representations. The wrapper 

functions as a customized gateway between the legacy system and the CORBA-based 

RCD architecture. Therefore, CORBA IDL wrapped objects allow the functions of the 
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RCD system to be accessed without regard to their location, so that both hardware and 

software components can be changed or moved without disrupting the system. 

4.2.2.1 RCD-DBMS IDL Wrapper 

Database CORBA IDL wrapper includes software that mediates between various database 

products, e.g., Oracle or Sybase, and provides a conunon access mechanism for a typical 

database session. A database transaction session involves: "connect" to the DBMS 

server, execute a SQL "query", then either "commit" or "abort" the transaction (option), 

and "disconnect" from the server and close the session. These functions can be 

transformed and wrapped into CORBA DDL operations (methods). A DBMS server with 

its wrapped IDL interfaces is depicted in Figure 4-5. 
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disconnect 
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Figure 4-5 DBMS Server Wrapper with IDL Interface 
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The definitions of the IDL wrapped operations are not standardized or formalized. They 

are application dependent. You can define a di^erent set of IDL interface for the same 

server object. 

A Sybase DBMS IDL wrapper is shown in Figure 4-6. In the diagram, each IDL wrapped 

operation associated with its Sybase OpenClient Library APIs is also indicated in the 

diagram. Thus, the wrapped IDL operations provide the conmion and generic interfaces 

to a DBMS server; each operation is implemented respectively according to the specific 

DBMS server APIs. 
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Figure 4-6 Sybase DBMS IDL Wrapper 
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4.2.2.1.1 Preliminary Benchmark Test for Wrapped DBMS Server 

A wrapped DBMS server, i.e., Oracle database, in a CORBA framework is depicted in 

Figure 4-7. In the framework, the Oracle database is wrapped and provides one CORBA 

IDL operation, i.e., "query()". A Factory Server is introduced into the framework. The 

Factory manages data and table objects that carry information between the DBMS server 

operation and client requests. For example, the "query()" operation returns results in a 

data (table) object; the client receives results from the data (table) object. The detailed 

scenarios among the wrapped Oracle database, Factory, and client implemented in lONA 

Orbix environment are shown in Figure 4-7. 
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Figure 4-7 Oracle Database Wrapping in CORBA Framework 
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The DBMS IDL interface has been simplified into one operation assuming that each 

database session only issues one query. In addition, the "query()" DDL mterface carries 

out its operation by invoking Oracle C Interface Library (OCI APIs) accordingly. 

The preliminary test results indicate that on average a client issues a query which 

returning 26 tuples of patient records takes 23 seconds over an unused network. Each 

patient record contains 4 attributes, i.e., patient ED, patient name, patient gender and 

patient address. We further differentiate the time required into (1) query the database 

wrapper, (2) create the data and table objects, and (3) copy the results in and out of the 

data or table object. The result shows that on average (I) takes 3 to 5 seconds, (2) takes a 

fraction of second, and (3) takes IS to 19 seconds. In other words, copying data in and 

out from objects using the CORB A middleware is the most costly operation. In addition, 

a series of performance evaluation regarding applications using CORBA middleware 

have been done by [69]. The conclusion is that for applications developed in CORBA, 

the use of complex data types, e.g., structure type used by the table object, data 

marshaling and de-marshaling between platforms, service handler registration, de

multiplexing and dispatching can influence performance dramatically. 

The same query preformed under "unwrapped" Oracle DBMS server with TCP/IP 

connections between the server and the client processes. The result shows that on 

average to retrieve 26 tuples over the same network takes less than 2 seconds. It also 

indicates that wrapped DBMS with IDL interfaces does slow down the database 

performance but not significantly. 
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4,2.2.1.2 RCD DB AS-JDBC Environment 

As Global PACS continue to automate their hospital information, the need to organize, 

maintain, and access electronic patient data increases. Databases in the collaborative 

RCD systems not only have to provide a means to data access, but they must also ensure 

efficiency, superior performance, reliability, and easy user interface development. The 

wrapped DBMS Server can not meet the requirements. In addition, JDBC database 

connectivity software has been designed to use less bandwidth when communicating 

between the client and server in order to add significant performance to database access. 

Furthermore, with growing popularity of Java, the network programmers on both the 

public Intemet and private Intranets desire to write one common interface for all of their 

organization databases, portable to many platforms. Therefore, Java and the JDBC API 

are the future solution for the database management in the RCD system. The DBAS in 

the collaborative RCD system with JDBC design and implementation are presented in 

Chapter 6. Therefore, the collaborative, distributed RCD Global PACS framework will 

move into the RCD CORBA/JDBC architecture. 

4.2.3 RCD-DICOM Server IDL Wrapper 

hi 1983 the American College of Radiology and the National Electronic Manufacturers 

Association (ACR-NEMA) established a joint committee to develop a US standard for 
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medical image communication. This effort culminated in the ACR-NEMA Digital 

Imaging and Conununications in Medicine (DICOM) Standard to address the problem of 

developing a standard interface between medical imaging equipment, its associated 

information, and user applications. After years research, the standard has been developed 

to meet the needs of manufacturers and users of medical imaging equipment for 

interconnection of devices on standard networks [11] [12]. 

ACR-NEMA DICOM Version 3.0 [7] added Object-Oriented design and supported for 

both TCP/IP and the Internal Standards Organization-Open Systems Interconnection 

(ISO-OSI) conmiunications. For this version of the standard, DICOM has been designed 

to rely on explicit and detailed Entity-Relationship (E-R) model. Entities, for example, 

patient, study, visit, series, image, etc, are classes in the DICOM application model. A 

data abstraction of a class that defines the nature and attributes relevant to the class is 

represented by Information Object Definition (lOD). Query/Retrieve operations may be 

performed to any class lOD having conunands and sub-operations defined in DICOM. 

The commands and sub-operations can be cataloged as create, delete, store, get, set, find, 

move, add and other actions. For example, to retrieve images from DICOM applications, 

the Query/Retrieve Service class supports basic operations to access and move images 

based on a simple search criteria, such as get all of the images of a particular patient. 

There are tools and software developed based on the new DICOM 3.0 Standard to 

interchange of medical images. For example, PAPYRUS [27] toolkit provides a generic 

solution for interchange of multi-modality medical images on removable media. It also 
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can store and archive medical image and data in a DICOM compatible file format. In 

addition, the toolkit provides operations to create and close data sets. A data set is a 

collection of information assembled from DICOM information objects and service 

classes. The information describes an image and is organized in different modules. Thus 

a data set contains a list of modules. The list of modules will differ depending on the 

modality (i.e., there are modules specific to each modality). Another tool, the OSIRIS 

software, is designed to easily display and manipulate images from different imaging 

source [28]. It is the tool that is widely used in the collaborative RCD systems for 

viewing images. 

In order to utilize these DICOM tools and software, i.e., legacy systems or existing 

applications, to their maximum effectiveness, we proposed a DICOM Adapter Service 

wrapper (DICAS) [8]. The DICAS offers a simplified view of the DICOM information 

model by providing a set of generic operations wrapped with CORBAIDL interfaces. 

Thus, DICAS can easily integrate existing DICOM products into the object oriented, 

distributed RCD CORBA/JDBC architecture. The DICAS CORBA IDL operations and 

wrapped DICOM components are depicted in Figure 4-8. These IDL operations provide 

access to medical image and related information through the DICOM Query/Retrieve and 

Store Service Classes. For example, "query" to get an entity lOD, "retrieve" to request a 

data set which can include entity lOD, image modality, and image file, "convert" to 

display or manipulate images, and "store" to archive entity lOD or image modules (or a 

data set). These wrapped operations can provide DICOM related services in the 

collaborative, distributed RCD architecture. The uncompressed, monochromatic DICOM 
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Figure 4-8 DICOM Wrapper 

compliant data sets are transferred through Java-based sockets. The detailed material has 

been covered in [40]. 

4.2.4 RCD-Scanner IDL Wrapper 

The Lumiscan LSDT scanner family is single-sheet film digitizers using either a scanning 

laser beam with light collection cylinder or a proprietary illumination system [67]. The 

LSDT scanner houses a Data Acquisition Board (DACQ) which is connected to a Data 

Control Board (DCB) located in a host computer, e.g., PC with Windows 95, via shielded 

37-pin cable. All operations are controlled by the DCB. Once a scan is initiated, the data 
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acquisition is automatic, requiring no intervention. During a scan operation image data is 

written into the image memory on the DCB and later can be written into a file. 
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Figure 4-9 Scanner Wrapper 

We integrate the scanner into the RCD CORBA/JDBC architecture as a wrapped CORBA 

server object. The functions provided by the scanner object can be summarized as 

wrapped IDL operations shown in Figure 4-9. For example, the operation "Scan()", 

commands the film feeder to advance a film dropped into position by the next scan 

operation, maps the DCB memory window into the program address space, starts a film 

scan operation, and reads the image from the DCB memory into a file on the host. The 
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corresponding scanner's functions (APIs) for implementing the IDL operations are also 

listed in the diagram. Figure 4-9 provides a simplified version (or basic fiinctionality) of 

the scanner wrapper. Scanned images are transferred using sockets, bypassing CORB A 

middleware. After the scanner integrated into the RCD CORBA/JDBC architecture. 

Clients can invoke the scanner's operations anywhere in the network. 

4.2.5 RCD Multimedia Streaming IDL Wrapper 

The CORBA-based multimedia, audio and video streams, framework and its prototype 

applications have been developed by [68]. This framework can be integrated into RCD 

CORBA/JDBC architecture to provide multimedia data exchange between local and 

remote physicians. The framework contains audio and video devices as shown in Figure 

4-10. For example, a microphone device object binds to a speaker device object with 

operations to control the audio stream flow. Likewise, a camera device object binds to a 

display device object with operations to control the video stream flow. A user can start or 

stop device objects to exchange either audio or video streams over LAN and WAN. 

Basically, the framework uses the CORBA middleware to locate and manage multimedia 

device objects over the distributed computing environment. After connecting these 

devices, the audio and video streaming data are exchanged through UDP/IP protocol. The 

research and implementation has been covered clearly in [68]. Here, there will be no 

further explanation or illustration. 
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Figure 4-10 Multimedia Stream Wrapper 

4,2.6 RCD-MedSpeak Voice Wrapper 

MedSpeak is a voice recognition package. We plan to integrate the package into the 

RCD framework as a service provider component for diagnosis. Physicians or 

radiologists can use the tool to dictate a radiographic report or diagnosis. The report can 

be transformed later into a text file by a transcriptionist. 
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We integrate the MedSpeak server into the RCD CORBA/JDBC architecture as a 

wrapped CORBA server object. The functions supported by the MedSpeak server can be 

summarized as wrapped IDL operations shown in Figure 4-11. 
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Figure 4-11 MedSpeak Voice Recognition Wrapper 

For example, the operation "Open()", initiates the server. The "Dictate()" requests 

patient demographics and starts dictating. The "Store()" saves either dictated or edited 

reports. The "Edit()" operation requests a report and edits it. After complete editing, the 

corrected report is stored in the server. The server can be stopped by issuing the "Close( 

)" operation. The dictated or edited reports are transferred using sockets, bypassing 

CORBA middleware. However, up to present we have not obtained any knowledge about 
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the package. Thus, in the RCD framework design, we have replaced the voice diagnosis 

into the text format. 

4.3 RCD Design and Development Environment 

The objected oriented RCD applications have designed and developed in the distributed 

computing environment based on the CORB A middleware and JDBC database server 

connectivity. The Service Provider components involved in the design are Scanner, 

DICOM Server, MedSpeak package, and Multimedia Streaming software. The Service 

Providers are "wrapped" and implemented as ORB Object Implementation components 

with specified IDL Interfaces as presented in the previous sections. The RCD applications 

have adapted the JDBC technology for efficient database access and connectivity due to 

the considerable poor performance of the wrapped DBMS server. A Type 3 net-centric 

JDBC driver with QOP-based implementation has chosen for the architecture as shown in 

Figure 4-12. 
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The DBMS can be the Sybase database. The detailed design and implementation of the 

database server (DBAS) will discuss in Chapter 6. The Event Service provides the 

asynchronous communication between RCD components. The architecture also includes 

"sockets" for delay-sensitive streaming data exchanges, for examples, consultative 

annotations or image files. The RCD CORBA/JDBC architecture with its components is 

shown in Figure 4-13. The architecture's operational environment, its implementation 

components, as well as its functional models are discussed in the following sections 

respectively. 
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Figure 4-13 RCD CORBA/JDBC Components 

4.3.1 RCD Operational Requirements 

The RCD CORBA/JDBC implementation environment, both software and hardware 

requirements, is shown in Figure 4-14. The platforms can be Workstations or PCs with 

Unix or Windows operating system. The conmiunication middleware, ORB, and the Java 

E)evelopment Kit (JDK) need to be installed on each node in order to deplore RCD 

CORBA/JDBC applications in Java. 
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Figure 4-14 RCD CORBA/JDBC Implementation Environment and Components 

The Event Service supports the control and synchronization between RCD application 

components. The Service provides a supplier-consumer communication model. It allows 

supplier objects to send messages asynchronously to multiple consumer objects through 

an event channel. As long as RCD application components (Event Consumer or Event 

Supplier model) connect to the same event channel, the components can conununicate 

asynchronously. This asynchronous interaction reduces traffic and increases RCD 

CORBA/JDBC system scalability. In order to use Event Service facilities. Event Service 
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software must be installed locally. In addition, the architecture has chosen the push-

supplier and pull-consumer model as shown in Figure 4-15. 
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Figure 4-15 RCD-CORBA using Event Service for Asynchronous Communication 

The "wrapped" Service Providers, for example. Scanner, DICOM Server, Multimedia 

Stream software package, provide RCD related services via IDL invocation can be 

installed anywhere in the environment. In the diagram, they reside in the Web Server 

machine. The JDBC software defines database access. The JDBC Server supports 

DBMS facilities. It can be installed in a Web Server machine and provides 3-tier 

architecture for DBMS. The JDBC Client software needs to reside on the RCD Client 

application nodes. In addition, if bulks of data or annotations are required to exchange or 

synchronize between RCD applications, i.e., peer-to-peer communication, the "socket" 
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communication mectianism is included. Therefore, an integrated communication 

mechanism, ORB, HOP, Socket, JDBC/ODBC, as well as asynchronous event channel 

(the push-supplier and pull-consumer model) has been designed into the architecture. 

4.3.2 RCD Client 

The RCD CORBA/JDBC system can be viewed as a set of object services and a set of 

client applications. Each client application (RCD Client) has a defined, interactive user 

interface (GUI). The RCD Client can request services from the object service providers. 

For example, the GUI includes the user interface for RCD scenarios (RCD GUI). 

Likewise, the GUI uses DB GUI for database server accessing. The object services 

provide and manage the information for the RCD Client. As mentioned before, the object 

services, e.g.. Scanner, DICOM Server, MedSpeak package, and Multimedia Stream 

framework, are implemented as ORB Object Implementation components. Each 

component provides a set of services, which can be invoked through IDL interfaces by the 

RCD Client. The client application uses JDBC interface for database server connectivity 

and query. As mentioned before, the RCD database server, i.e., DBAS, will discuss in 

Chapter 6. The RCD Client contains these GUI and Interface components are presented 

in Figure 4-16. Moreover, the RCD Client includes server and client socket threads for 

annotation exchanges and image file transmission. It also uses Event Service supplier-

consumer model threads for asynchronous communication. These threads are composed 

as RCD Client components included in Figure 4-16 as well. 



Figure 4-16 RCD Client Components 

4.3.3 RCD Case Review Session Arctiitecture 

Case Review as indicated in Chapter 2 is one of the RCD functional models. In this 

model, specialists can retrieve patient image(s) from the DBAS for case reviewing, 

interpretation and teaching purposes. The architecture assumes the reviewed cases have 

been forwarded and stored in the DBAS by other RCD Clients. The scenario of the 

architecture in the RCD CORBA/JDBC system is presented in Figure 4-17. 
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Figure 4-17 RCD Case Review Scenario 

In the Figure, (1) the local RCD Client (or specialist) retrieves a patient image and 

diagnosis from a DBAS via a JDBC Server, using JDBC interface, to a DBMS (e.g., 

Sybase database). The image is transmitted and displayed on the local RCD Viewing 

Workstation via sockets; (2) the specialist reviews the case and can add annotations for 

teaching or interpretation purpose; (3) after completing, the case including annotations 

and image is discarded. 

4.3.4 RCD Store and Forward Session Architecture 
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Case Store and Forward is another RCD functional model described in Chapter 2. In this 

model, the specialist can retrieve a patient case (image) and dictate diagnosis. The 

diagnosis is added to the patient demographic data and stored back into the DBAS. Later, 

the case can be viewed by other remote clinics. 
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Figure 4-18 RCD Store and Forward Scenario 

The scenario of the architecture in the RCD CORBA/JDBC system is shown in Figure 4-

18 and described as follows: 

(1) The local RCD Client (specialist) retrieves a patient demographic data and image 

from a DBAS via a JDBC Server, using JDBC interface, to a DBMS (e.g., Sybase 

database). 
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(2) After completing the Case Review, the specialist dictates diagnosis by invoking 

wrapped MedSpeak IDL. 

(3) After completing the dictation, the added diagnosis is stored back to the DBAS via 

JDBC interface. 

(4) The local RCD Client notifies a remote RCD Client via Event Service and provides 

patient case retrieving procedures, for examples, patient name, folder or image 

identification, etc. 

(5) The remote RCD Client retrieves the case, via JDBC interface, from the DBAS 

followed the retrieving procedures and reviews the case. 

The MedSpeak package is not available currently. The diagnosis dictation has been 

designed using text format, not voice recognition. 

4.3.5 RCD Collaborative Annotation Exchange Session Architecture 

Interactive Remote Consultation and Diagnosis is the third RCD functional model 

described in Chapter 2. The scenario involves two medical experts at different location 

conduct a real-time consultation session collaboratively over a network. 
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Figure 4-19 RCD Interactive Scenario 

The collaborative consultation session architecture in the RCD CORBA/JDBC system is 

depicted in Figure 4-19 and illustrated as below: 

(1) The local and remote RCD Clients establish the collaborative session via Event 

Service by exchanging their IP addresses for connection. Normally, the local RCD 

Client has been defined as the Primary Viewing Workstation, which initiates the RCD 

session. The remote RCD Client is the Secondary Viewing Workstation. 

(2) The connection between the two RCD Clients is established via sockets based on the 

IP addresses. 
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(3) The local RCD Client retrieve a patient demographic data and image(s) from the 

DBAS via JDBC Server using JDBC connectivity to the DBMS, e.g., Sybase 

database. The image is displayed on the RCD Viewing Workstation at the local site. 

(4) The local RCD Client passes the patient image file identification and DBAS where 

those files reside via the socket connection to the remote RCD Client. 

(5) The remote RCD Client fetches the same patient image(s) based on the given file 

identification and DBAS. The image is displayed on the RCD Viewing Workstation 

at the remote site. 

(6) The multimedia annotation exchanges are conducted by invoking the Multimedia 

Streaming Wrapper IDL. 

Currently, the Multimedia Streaming framework has not been integrated into the RCD 

CORBA/JDBC system, and the architecture was designed using sockets for annotation 

exchanges. The audio and video data are not included. 

4.3.6 RCD Case Acquire Session Architecture 

The Case Acquire Session was introduced into the RCD CORBA/JDBC system. The 

architecture is depicted in Figure 4-20. The scenario of the architecture is illustrated as 

follows: 

(1) The RCD Client requests the wrapped Scaimer to scan a patient's image(s) via the 

services provided by the Scanner's IDL. 
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Figure 4-20 RCD Case Acquire Scenario 

(2) The scanned image(s), if not existing in the DBAS, can be transfened and stored into 

the DBAS File Server via sockets. The file name is inserted into a relational table of 

the DBAS via JDBC Server using JDBC interface. 

(3) The RCD Client can acquire further image(s) for scanning and transferring. If the 

image(s) have already existed in the DBAS, the image(s) will not be transferred or 

stored in the DBAS file system repeatedly. The existence of the image(s) can be 

detected by querying the file name(s) in the relational table via JDBC interface. 

At present, the Scanner Wrapper has not been developed. We assume the scanned files 

exist already. The Case Acquire will handle file transferring and storage as well as 
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detecting the existing of the file in the DBAS to prevent duplication. 
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CHAPTERS 

RCD IMPLEMENTATION AND ENVIRONMENT 

The overall distributed collaborative RCD CORBA/JDBC architecture in Global PACS 

environment is shown in Figure 5-1. The framework of the architecture contains ORB 

middleware, event channel for asynchronous communication, as well as JDBC database 

connectivity. Visigenic Software Inc. provides VisiBroker for Java, Common Services 

(Event and Naming Services) and VisiChannel for JDBC products [84] - [86] can suit the 

current RCD CORBA/JDBC architecture implementation requirements. In order to use 

Visigenic Common Services' facilities, e.g.. Event Service, the VisiBroker software must 

already be installed. The detailed description of individual product and its components is 

illustrated below. 

5.1 Visigenic VisiBroker for Java 

Visigenic VisiBroker for Java, the first CORBA 2.0 Object Request Broker (ORB) 

written completely in Java, is a development tool for building, managing, and deploying 

distributed Java applications, e.g., RCD applications, that are open, flexible, and 

interoperable across multiple platforms. VisiBroker for Java enables true interoperable 
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distributed applications for the Internet, Intranets, and enterprise computing environments 

through a native implementation of CORBA's Internet Inter-ORB protocol (HOP). 
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Figure 5-1 RCD CORBA/JDBC Architecture in Global PACS Environment 

Figure S-2 illustrates the VisiBroker architecture and its software components. [84] 

(1) VisiBroker for Java Runtime: It enables objects written in Java to be accessed by 

other objects written in C++, Java, Smalltalk, and other languages. 

(2) Gatekeeper; The Gatekeeper runs on a Web server outside of the firewall. The 

Gatekeeper enables client-to-object communication through firewalls that do not 

accept nop messages, only allow HTTP communication. It encapsulates the nOP 
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messages into the HTTP style. In other words. Gatekeeper acts as a gateway between 

HTTP and HOP. 
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Figure 5-2 VisiBroker Architecture and its Components 

(3) Smart Agent: The ORB Smart Agent, or osagent, is a dynamic, distributed directory 

service that provides the naming resolution for both client applications and object 

implementations. Simply, it is a fault-tolerant object location service provider. One 

or more Smart Agents running on the enterprise Intranet dynamically locate requested 

objects in the distributed object environment. 

5.2 Visigenic VisiBroker Event Service for Java 
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VisiBroker Event Service for Java [86], full implementations of the OMG's CORBA 

Events Service specification, allow "supplier objects" to communicate via an event 

channel, notifying any number of "consumer objects" when events they "subscribe to" 

take place. This supplier-consumer model reduces server traffic and improves scalability. 

5.2.1 VisiBroker Event Service Functionality 

The VisiBroker Event Service is a collection of methods that enable you to define event 

channels, determine the communication model to be used by suppliers and consumers, 

i.e., push or pull, and transfer data through the event channel. 
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Push Supplier 

Pull Consumer 

Event Channel 

^ = Event 

Figure 5-3 VisiBroker Event Service and its Communication Models 
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As shown in Figure 5-3, the VisiBroker Event Service enables both push and pull 

suppliers, and push and pull consumers. For consumers, an event queue in the event 

channel keeps track of events that have not been communicated. The event queue ensures 

that slower clients will not lose information. In the push mode, the supplier sends an 

event to the event channel, from which consumers can obtain the event. In the pull 

model, the event channel solicits the event from the supplier. Like suppliers, consumers 

can also receive events by requesting the information from the event channel (pull), or by 

receiving the information automatically (push). With the VisiBroker Event Service, we 

have a solution for event handling that is compliant with the industry object standard -

CORE A. The VisiBroker Event Service is compatible with the VisiBroker CORB A 2.0-

compliant ORB, and complies with the OMG Object Event Service specification. 

5.2.2 VisiBroker Event Channel Concept 

Event channels are created with no connection to any suppliers or consumers. They 

define interfaces to create proxy suppliers and proxy consumers. There are two steps to 

establish conmiunication through an event channel: The first step is to obtain a proxy 

consumer or proxy supplier. The second step is to connect with the corresponding proxy. 

Two-step connection process is useful if an application needs to connect two or more 

event channels together. The application can obtain proxy consumer interface from one 

event chaimel, proxy supplier interface from second event channel, and connect these 

proxy interfaces. 
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Figure 5-4 The Event Channel Concept Implemented in RCD 

The basic concept of the event channel is schematically illustrated in Figure S-4 [70]. 

The figure illustrates an event channel, which is connected with one supplier, and two 

consumers. In all three connections, the push-supplier and pull-consumer communication 

model is employed. If the supplier wants to send an event (event data flow is represented 

by arrows), it invokes the push method on the proxy_push_consumer interface. This 

interface is a part of event channel object. All connected consumers now invoke the pull 

method on pull_consumer interfaces and pull an event from the event channel. The push-
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supplier and pull-consumer model has been chosen to implement the asynchronous 

communication in the RCD framework. 

5.3 Visigenic VisiChannel for JDBC 

VisiChannel for JDBC [85] is a Type 3 JDBC driver that allows systems developers to 

develop, deploy, and manage Java applications and applets to access multiple, distributed 

databases. 
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Figure 5-5 VisiChannel for JDBC Type 3 JDBC Driver 

VisiChannel for JDBC simplifies database access from Internet, Intranets Java 

applications to Intranet-based DBMSs as shown in Figure 5-5. VisiChannel for JDBC 

uses the Litemet Inter-ORB Protocol (UOP) to provide optimized communication 

between client and server. The thin all-Java VisiChannel for JDBC clients may be 
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deployed to any platform. Because VisiChannel for JDBC uses the proven ODBC 

standard for server-side data access, enterprises can reuse their investment in ODBC data 

access. In addition, VisiChannel for JDBC is based upon the leading multi-threaded 

CORBA-nOP (VisiBroker for Java), it handles user connections as threads rather than 

processes. It uses server resources more efficiently. Combined with thread-safe ODBC 

drivers, VisiChannel for JDBC o^ers a complete, scalable Java data access solution. 

5.3,1 VisiChannel for JDBC Architecture 
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Figure 5-6 VisiChannel for JDBC Architecture 
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VisiChannel for JDBC architecture is shown in Figure 5-6. It is a server-oriented Java 

Database Connectivity (JDBC) driver. The connectivity software for connecting with 

DBMSs resides on the server. 

VisiChannel components, JDBC Server and Clients, run on top of OOP, as described 

before, require no special configuration. They are the standard for conununication 

between and among distributed objects running on the Internet and enterprise Intranets. 

Figure S-6 visually depicts the network configuration and shows which components are 

required on which machines. 

5.3.2 VisiChannel for JDBC Client 

The all-Java client component is composed of Java classes that are imported into a Java 

applet or application. These classes can be installed on the client machine or downloaded 

at runtime into a Web browser. 

5.3.3. VisiChannel for JDBC Server 

The server component is a multi-threaded C-H- program that handles requests from 

multiple clients simultaneously. It can connect the Java client program to a server side 

ODBC data source such as Oracle, Sybase, Informix, or Microsoft SQL Server. 
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5.4 Software Products Architecture and Components Decomposition 

The Visigenic Products, their architecture and components, used for developing the RCD 

CORBA/JDBC Project are summarized in Figure 5-7. The Products' components and 

their decomposition relationships are depicted in Figure 5-8. 
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Figure 5-7 Visigenic Products Used in RCD Over All Architecture 

The communication protocols used between the components are also shown in the 

diagram. In the diagram, both VisiBroker for Java and VisiChannel for JDBC Server 

contain Gatekeeper and Smart Agent components. Currently, the two products are 

incompatible due to the overlapped components. There is a work around, but we have 

implemented the RCD CORBA/JDBC applications to have the DBAS machine installed 
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VisiCharmel for JDBC Server only. There is no software incompatibility between 

VisiBroker for Java and VisiChannel for JDBC Client. 
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Figure 5-8 Visigenic Products Used in RCD Components Decomposition 

5.5 Implementation Software Dependency 

RCD CORBA/JDBC facility, its software dependency and installation summary, is listed 

clearly in Figure 5-9. In the diagram, the generic machine configuration describes the 

scope and installation requirements for RCD CORBA/JDBC sites. For example, the 

machine for DBAS needs to install: (1) Windows NT 4.0 plus Service Pack 1.0, (2) Java 

Development Kit, (3) Sybase SQL Adapter, (4) Sybase OpenClient Library, (5) 
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VisiChaimel for JDBC Server, and (6) DBAS File Server (described in Chapter 6). The 

wrapped Service Providers can reside in either Unix or Windows NT platform depending 

upon their original code. The Service Provider machine can also be used as a RCD 

Viewing Workstation. For RCD Viewing Workstations, the installation of RCD 

CORBA/JDBC application is required. 

RCD Diagnostic & 
Review Woricstation 

(Primary or 
Secondary) 

Windows NT 4.0 
Service Pack 1.0 required 

Java Development Kit 1.1.5 or later 
Sybase SQL Client Software 

Sybase OpenClient Lib 
VisiBroker for Java 3.1 
VisiBroker Event Service 
VisiChannel JDBC Client 

RCD CORBA-JDBC Code 

DBAS 
(DBMS and 
File Server) 

Windows NT 4.0 
Service Pack 1.0 required 

Java Development Kit 1.1.5 or later 
Sybase SQL Adapter 11.5 or later 

Sybase OpenClient Lib 
VisiChannel JDBC Server 

DBAS File Server 

RCD related 
Wrapped 

Service Provider 

(RCD Workstation) 

Windows NT 4.0 or Solaris 2.5 or later 
Java Development Kit 1.1.5 or later 

VisiBroker for Java 3.1 
Wrapped Service Provider Code 

(RCD CORBA-JDBC Code) 

RCD Diagnostic & 
Review Workstation 
(Secondary only) 

Solaris 2.5 or later 
Java Development Kit 1.1.5 or later 

VisiBroker for Java 3.1 
VisiBroker Event Service 

RCD CORBA-JDBC Code 

Figure 5-9 RCD CORBA/JDBC Configuration and Software Dependency 
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Because of the software incompatibility, the database access activities can not be issued 

by any other platforms except Windows NT. The Secondary Viewing Workstation in the 

RCD Collaborative Annotation Exchange Session Architecture does not require any 

database accessing. Thus, the Secondary Viewing Workstation can be supported in Unix 

or Solaris platforms. 

The RCD applications developed based on the Visigenic Products and their components' 

decomposition is shown in Figure 5-10. 

RCD Applicalioiis 

Webserver ODBC 

JDBCaient VuiChannel 

VisiChan JDBC DnverMofviger for JDBC Server 

JDBC Qasses & interfaces VisiODBC VisiODBC Other 
Sybase Oracle ODBC 
Driver Driver Drivers VisiBroiceraients 

VisiBroker for Java Runume 
DBMS-specific Qient Libiories 
(e.g., Sybase Open Qient) Event. Naming. Factory clients 

Java Applet Executes 

ODBC Dnver Manager 
ed browser 

I I Gatekeeperl | SmaftAgem | 

VisiBroker Runume 
RCD CtMle 

VisiBroker 
VisiChannel for JDBC Qient J JDB^AppUcations 

JDBC Driver Manager 

JDBC Qasses St Interfaces Event Service 

Naming Service VisiBroker Qients 

VisiBroker for Java Runtime RCD Service 
Provider Event, Naming, Factory clients 

Java Applet Executes 
RCD Object 
ImplemeiitatioD 

Java-Enabled browser 

RCDAppUcatioM RCD Scnricc Provider (ObJcct ImplEmenlslioe) 

Figure 5-10 RCD CORBA/JDBC (Server/Client) Software Components Scenario 
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5.6 RCD CORBA/JDBC Implementation Classes 

The detailed RCD CORBA/JDBC application implementation objets and classes are 

summarized and presented as modules in Figures 5-11 to 5-15 respectively. These 

objects and classes comply with the object classes already defined in Chapter 2. 

(GUI + communication) 

(GUI) 

rcdGUIJava 

(GUI) 

(communication) 

ConsumerTiiread.java 

(communication) 

CaselnfoViewerJava 

(GUI) 

SuppiierTbread.java 

(communication) 

InteractiveDGUIJava 

(GUI) 

(GUI •«> communication) 

DbasSelectioajava 

StoreForwardWindow.java 

(GUI) 

StartCaseReviewQ 
starts toreForwardO 
StartlnteractiveO 
StartServerO 

RCDJava 

Figure 5-11 RCD CORBA/JDBC Implementation Object Classes (1) 
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Thuinbiiailliiiage.java 

Data Objects (Images) 

DGUIJava 

(GUI) 

PatientDetailPanelJava 

(GUI) 

FolderDetailPaneiJava 

(GUI) 

ImageSetDetailPanel.java 

(GUI) 

ImageDetailPanelJava 

(GUI) 

thiunbnailPanel 

(GUI) 

thumbnailCheckOut 

(GUI) 

thiunbnailPanelLabel 

(GUI) 

DBConnectjava 

(communication -f 
Database JDBC) 

ImageLIstItem.java 

ImageGUIListJava Data Objects (images) 

(GUI) 

Figure 5-12 RCD CORBA/JDBC Implementation Object Classes (2) 
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PatientDetailPanelJava 

IiiuigeDetaaPanel.java 

(GUI) 

FolderDctailPaneLjava 

(GUI) 

(data objects) 
List of objects 
e.g. images 

List_.java 

ImageSetOetailPaneI.Java 

(GUI) 

(data objects) 

DBObjectjava 

ImageSetJava 

All attributes of 
Image Sets 

(data objects) 

All attributes of 
patient record 

(data objects) 

Patientjava 

DataObjectjava 

Data objects 
Integer 
String 
Lines 

All attributes of 
Folder List 

(data objects) 

Folderjava 

(data objects) 

images 

Figure 5-13 RCD CORBA/JDBC Implementation Object Classes (3) 
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ConCrolFanelJava 

rcdGUIoava 

RCDJava ImaceCoatrolJava 
I ThumhnaiUmageJava 

(data objects) 

ScroUContainerJava DrawJava 

ImagePoolJava (data objccts) 

ImagcPaiwlJava rramcdPanclJava 

Nctwork.iava 
(commuiucation) 

BrightlmaceFUtcrJava 

(GUIutiUtics) 

Figure 5-14 RCD CORBA/JDBC Implementation Object Classes (4) 
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Networkjava 

(conununication) 

ScroULabelPairJava 

(GUI) 

Thiiinbiuiillinage.java 

(data objects) 

ProcessIniage.Java 

(GUI) 

( GUI + 
communicatioii) 

ControlPanelJava 

RelativeLayout.Java 

Relative Constraint 

Relative Layout 

(GUI) 

ToolBox 

ColorPanel 

ArrowPanel 

PolyPanel 

etc 

(GUI) 

Figure 5-15 RCD CORBA/JDBC Implementation Object Classes (5) 

In Figure 5-11, the RCD.java is the main module from which other modules are invoked. 

These modules consist of communication classes such as SupplierThread and 

ConsumerThread, GUI objects such as StoreForwardWindow, InteractiveDGUI, DGUI 

(GUIs related to database access), as well as GUI plus JDBC communication classes such 

as DbasSelection. The Supplier-Consumer Threads provide Event Charmel asynchronous 

communication between RCD Clients. These GUI objects call other GUI dialogs and 

frames, e.g., CaseMoViewer object for displaying forwarded case data. The Network 

class supports "sockets" conununication mechanism between RCD Clients during an 
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interactive scenario. The rcdGUI is a user interface class. It includes buttons and panels 

for displaying images and annotations. This class invokes other GUI and conmiunication 

objects as presented subsequently in Figures 5-14 and 5-15 respectively. 

The DGUI.java module, as shown in Figure 5-12, consists of a set of GUI classes, which 

are used to display details of patient demographic data, diagnosis, as well as a set of 

images and their corresponding thumbnails. This information is contained within data 

objects. These data objects are illusu-ated in details in Figure 5-13. In Figure 5-12, the 

DBConnect class provides JDBC connectivity to the database server. 

The detailed RCD CORBA/JDBC object-oriented implementation classes and objects are 

illustrated in [41]. 

5.7 RCD CORBA/JDBC Implementation Scenarios 

These scenarios are used as examples of current RCD application practice in facilities and 

what has been implemented. In each scenario, the DBAS is considered as the RCD 

database information system. In the scenarios, a bi-directional interface to DBAS is 

required. These scenarios do not include every example of a RCD operation, but most 

physicians or radiologists will operate closely to the flowcharted examples. 

Scenario 1 - RCD Case Review (see Figure 5-16) 
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Case Review Scenario 

RCD Main Menu 

Case Review 
Store Forward 

Interactive RCD Session 
Case Acquire 

others 

1 r 
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Image Set Window 
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Z ^ 
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Click on 
FaMcr ID 

i 

7 , 
Folder Window Folder Window 

Sclcct all 
images 

Remove all 
images 

Select 
imagc(s) 

Remove 
image(s) 

n 
/ aickonOK / 

' 

RCD Window 

Start reviewing case 

(draw annotations) 

''aick on Leave RCD/ 
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Figure 5-16 Scenario 1 - RCD Case Review 
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Continue Case Review Scenario 

discard 
image 

Back to 
Image Window 

Image Window 

'•—''mumbnails 

Click on Cancel/ 

RCD Main Menu 

Case Review 
Store Forward 

Interactive RCD Session 
Case Acquire 

others 

Click on Back 

I 
Patient Window 

I 
Click on Back 

I 
Folder Window 

I 
Click on Back 

Image Set Window 

Figure 5-16 (Continue) Scenario 1 - RCD Case Review 

1. The RCD application has been activated at a Reviewing Workstation. 

2. The radiologist or physician has clicked "Case Review" from the RCD Main Menu as 

shown in Figure 5-22. 

3. The RCD user selects a database server, e.g., CERL OLYMPIC, and clicks "OK" as 

shown in Figure 5-23. 
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Remote Consultation and Diagnosis 
Developed at 

Computer Engineering Researcli Laboratory 

University of Arizona 

CASE REVIEW 

STORE FORWARD 

INTERACTIVE RCO SESSION 

CASE ACQUISITION 

INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA SESSION 

LEAVE RCD 

Figure 5-22 RCD Main Menu 

Remote Consultation and Diagnosis 

Computer Eng| 
Uni> 

CAS 

STO 

INTE 

CASI 

ratory 

INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA SESSION 

LEAVE RCD 

Figure 5-23 RCD Database Selection Menu 
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Roildr 

Figure 5-24 RCD Patient Window 

4. The Patient Window is displayed as shown in Figure 5-24. 

5. The RCD user selects a Patient Name enclosed in the Patient Window. 

6. The Patient's demographic data are retrieved from the database server and displayed 

in the Patient Detail Panel as shown in Figure 5-24. 

7. The RCD user clicks on "Next". 

8. A list of Folders of the Patient are retrieved from the database and displayed in the 

Folder Window, 

9. The RCD user selects a Folder ID. 

10. The details (or attributes) of that Folder are retrieved from the database and displayed. 
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11. The RCD user clicks on "Next". 

12. A list of Image Sets of the Patient are retrieved from the database and displayed in the 

Image Set Window. 

13. The RCD user selects an Image Set ID. 

14. The Patient's Image Set details are displayed. 

15. The RCD user clicks on "Next". 

Figure 5-25 RCD Image Window 

16. A list of thumbnails contained in the Image Set displayed in the Image Window as 

shown in Figure 5-25. The thumbnails (or images) ate transferred by the DBAS File 

Server 
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17. The RCD uses can select all images, remove all images, select one or more images, or 

remove one or more images for case review. 

18. After select image(s), the RCD user clicks on "OK". 

19. The selected image(s) displayed on the RCD Window and the RCD user can draw 

annotations for reviewing, interpreting, or teaching purpose as depicted in Figure S-

26. 

Figure S-26 RCD Window for Annotations 

20. After completing interpretation, the RCD user clicks on "Leave RCD". The image(s) 

is/are discarded, and control returns to the Image Window. 
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21. From the Image Window, the RCD user can select other image(s) and repeat steps 16 

to 19 to continue reviewing other cases. 

22. When the RCD user completes the case reviewing, he/she clicks on either "Cancel" or 

"Back" repeatedly as shown in the diagram, and control returns to the RCD Main 

Menu. 

Scenario 2 - RCD Store and Forward at the Forwarding Workstation (see Figure 5-17) 

Store and Foryrard Scenario 
at Forwarding WS 

RCD Miin Menu 
CaieRevfcw 
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/ Cage from Pataiwiy 
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CUckonNot 
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CUckoa 
"Store Diagnosis"/ 

Folder Window 
Update diagnoiis 

Folder Details 

Click on 
Folder ID 

i k 

Folder Window 
< I 

Patient Window y' Click on Nrt 
Z 

Image Set Window 

• 
CUckon 

Image Set ID 

Image Set 
Details 

Image Set Window 
Update diagnoiis 

Click on 
"Store Diagnotis"/ 

Clkl^oa Batk y/ 

RCD Main Mean 

Case Review 
Store Forward 

Interactive RCD Sessioa 
Case Acquire 

odicn 
1 k 

Folder Window 

yCTci^onBack / 

aickEiittliis 
Window 

V 

Patient Window 

J 

/ Qkk Forward /. 
/ Diagnowwl Cases 

Sdcct 
aPatientName 

-A Patient Details/ / OkkonBacky^ 
Store 

W 
b Forward 
ladow 

Figure 5-17 Scenario — 2 RCD Store and Forward at the Forwarding Workstation 
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1. After reviewing a case, as shown in Scenario 1 

2. The RCD applications have been activated at both the Forwarding and Receiving 

Workstations. 

3. At the Forwarding Workstation, the RCD user clicks "Store Forward" from the RCD 

Main Menu. 

4. The Store & Forward Window is displayed as shown in Figure 5-27. 

< i n ( J  f  

Retrieve Patient Case from Database 

Forward Diagnosed Cases 

View Forwarded Cases 

Exit this Window 

Figure 5-27 RCD Store and Forward Window 
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5. The RCD user clicks "Retrieve Patient Case from Database" and selects a 

server, then clicks on "OK" 

6. The Patient Window is displayed as shown in Figure 5-24. 

7. The RCD user selects a Patient Name enclosed in the Patient Window. 

8. The Patient's demographic data are retrieved from the database server and displayed 

in the Patient Detail Panel. 

9. The RCD user clicks on "Next". 

10. A list of Folders of the Patient are retrieved from the database and displayed in the 

Folder Window. 

11. The RCD user selects a Folder ID. 

12. The details of that Folder, including diagnosis, are retrieved from the database and 

displayed in the Folder Window. 

13. The RCD user updates the diagnosis in text format, after the user is satisfied, the 

updated diagnosis can be stored by clicking "Store Diagnosis". 

14. These procedures can continue to update the diagnosis in the Patient's Image Set. 

15. The RCD user clicks on "Next". 

16. A list of Image Sets of the Patient are retrieved from the database and displayed in the 

Image Set Window. 

17. The RCD user selects an hnage Set ID. 
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18. The Patient's Image Set details are retrieved firom the database and displayed in the 

Image Set Window. 

19. The RCD user updates the diagnosis in text format, after the user is satisfied, the 

updated diagnosis can be stored by clicking "Store Diagnosis" 

20. The RCD user can update diagnosis either in Folder details or Image Set details 

repeatedly by invoking the steps listed above. 

21. After the RCD user is satisfied, the user can click on "Back" repeatedly, and control 

returns to the Store & Forward Window as indicated in Figure 5-27 

22. Now, the RCD user is ready to forward the updated diagnoses to the Receiving 

Workstation by clicking "Forward Diagnosed Cases". 

23. Then, the RCD user clicks "Exit" to return to the RCD Main Menu as shown in 

Figure 5-22 

Scenario 3 - RCD Store and Forward at the Receiving Workstation (see Figure 5-18) 

1. The RCD application has been activated at the Receiving Workstation as indicated in 

the Scenario 2. 

2. At the Receiving Workstation, the RCD user clicks "Store Forward" from the RCD 

Main Menu. 

3. The Store & Forward Window is displayed as shown in Figure 5-27. 
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Figure 5-18 Scenario 3 - RCD Store and Forward at the Receiving Workstation 

4. From the Store & Forward Window, the RCD user clicks "View Forward Diagnosed 

Cases". 

5. In the "Patient Case Viewer", the Patient Name, Folder ID, and Image Set ID have 

been forwarded by the Forwarding Workstation as illustrated in Scenario 2. 

6. The RCD user can retrieve the forwarded cases by providing Patient Name, Folder ID 

and Image Set ID given in step S. 
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7. The RCD user can start the "Case Review" given the Patient Name, Folder ID and 

Image Set ID as described in Scenario I, and review the updated diagnoses in either 

Folder details or Image Set details. 

8. The steps for the "Case Review" are illustrated in the diagram. There is no further 

description. 

Scenario 4 - RCD Interactive at the Primary Workstation (see Figure 5-19) 
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Figure 5-19 Scenario 4 - RCD Interactive at the Primary Workstation 
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Continue RCD Interactive Scenario 
at Primary Workstation 
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Figure 5-l9(Continue) Scenario 4 - RCD Interactive at the Primary Workstation 

1. The RCD applications have been activated at both the Primary and Secondary 

Workstations. The socket communication has been established between the two 

Workstations. 

2. The radiologist or physician has clicked "Interactive RCD Session" from the RCD 

Main Menu as shown in Figure S-22 and selects "Start Session". 
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3. The RCD user selects a database server, e.g., CERL OLYMPIC, and clicks "OK" as 

shown in Figure 5-23. 

4. The Patient Window is displayed as shown in Figure 5-24. 

5. The RCD user selects a Patient Name enclosed in the Patient Window. 

6. The Patient's demographic data are retrieved from the database server and displayed 

in the Patient Detail Panel as shown in Figure 5-24. 

7. The RCD user clicks on "Next". 

8. A list of Folders of the Patient are retrieved from the database and displayed in the 

Folder Window. 

9. The RCD user selects a Folder ID. 

10. The details (or attributes) of that Folder are retrieved from the database and displayed. 

11. The RCD user clicks on "Next". 

12. A list of Image Sets of the Patient are retrieved from the database and displayed in the 

Image Set Window. 

13. The RCD user selects an Image Set ID. 

14. The Patient's Image Set details are displayed. 

15. The RCD user clicks on "Next". 
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16. A list of thumbnails contained in the Image Set displayed in the Image Window as 

shown in Figure 5-25. The thumbnails (or images) are transferred by the DBAS File 

Server 

17. The RCD uses can select all images, remove all images, select one or more images, or 

remove one or more images for consultation. 

18. After select image(s), the RCD user clicks on "OK". 

19. The selected image identification(s) and the host, where the image file(s) are stored, 

are passed to the Secondary Workstation via the established socket communication at 

step 1. 

20. The selected image(s) are displayed in the RCD Session Window at the Workstation. 

21. Starting collaborative real-time consultation and diagnosis, exchanging annotations 

between the Primary and Secondary Workstations. 

22. After completing the consultation session, the RCD user clicks on "Leave RCD". 

The control returns to the Image Window (step 16). Another set of images can be 

selected for another interactive real-time RCD session between the two workstations 

by repeating steps 17 to 21. Otherwise, the RCD user clicks on either "Cancel" or 

"Back" repeatedly, the control will retum back to the RCD Main Menu. 

Scenario 5 - RCD Interactive at the Secondary Workstation (see Figure 5-20) 
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Figure 5-20 Scenario 5 - RCD Interactive at the Secondary Workstation 

1. The RCD applications have been activated at both the Primary and Secondary 

Workstations. The socket communication has been established between the two 

Workstations. 

2. The radiologist or physician has clicked "Interactive RCD Session" from the RCD 

Main Menu as shown in Figure S-22 at the Secondary Workstation and selects "Join 

Session". 
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3. The selected image identification(s) and the host, where the image file(s) are stored, 

are passed to the Secondary Workstation via the established socket conmiunication at 

step I. 

4. Based on the information passed from the Primary Workstation, i.e., image 

identification and DBAS. The same image(s), as in Primary Workstation, are fetched 

from DBAS and displayed in the RCD Session Window at the Workstation. 

5. Starting collaborative real-time consultation and diagnosis, exchanging annotations 

between the Primary and Secondary Workstations. 

6. After completing the consultation session, the RCD user clicks on "Leave RCD". 

The control returns to the RCD Main Menu. 

Scenario 6 - RCD Workstation Case Acquire Session (see Figure 5-21) 

1. The RCD application has been activated at a Reviewing Workstation. 

2. The radiologist or physician has clicked "Case Acquire" from the RCD Main Menu as 

shown in Figure 5-22 

3. The RCD user selects a database server, e.g., CERL OLYMPIC, and clicks "OK" as 

shown in Figure 5-23. 

4. The Scanner Acquisition Window is displayed. It contains two lists: Patient folder 

and transferred files as shown in Figure 5-28. 
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Figure 5-21 Scenario 6 - RCD Workstation Case Acquire Session 

5. The RCD user selects a Patient folder, then click on "Show", A list of files in the 

Patient folder are displayed as the Scanned Files in the Scanner Acquisition Window 

as shown in Figure 5-29. 

6. The RCD user clicks on a Hie, which needs to be transferred and stored into the 

DBAS File Server. 

7. If the file already exists in the DBAS, there is no action. Otherwise, the file is 

transferred and stored into the DBAS file system. 
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Figure 5-28 RCD Scanner Acquisition Window for Patient Folder List 

8. For further file transferring, the RCD user can click "Home". The control returns to 

the Scanner Acquisition Window as shown in Figure 5-28, step 4. Other Patient 

fo lder  can  be  se lec ted  as  s teps  5 -7 .  

9. If there is no further file transferring needed, the RCD user can click "Close". The 

control returns back to the RCD Main Menu as shown in Figure 5-22. 



Figure 5-29 RCD Scanner Acquisition Window for Files in Patient Folder 
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CHAPTER 6 

RCD DBAS IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

6.1 RCD Information System Entities and Requirements 

The project requires sophisticated communications, GUI, and database system. The 

database is to be multimedia in nature, comprising of text, graphics, still images, video, 

and audio. This section describes the requirements of the database for RCD as they 

related to the overall system design. The definitions for the entities and their 

relationships are laid out in details. It will suffice as the basis for implementation of the 

RCD Database. 

The requirements of the RCD Database begin with the fact that they must comply with 

the object classes already defined in Chapter 2. These object classes will be translated 

into tables and relationships implemented using Sybase RDBMS. The object classes or 

entities pertinent to the design of the database are Patient, Session, Folder, Image Set, 

Vital Signs, Annotations, Image, etc. A complete entity-relationship diagram of the 

design is depicted in Figure 6-1. 

(1) Patient Entity 
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Data required for the patient includes basic demographics such as name, date of birth, 

address, gender, patient id, etc. This information is important because it defines who the 

patient is. The patient id and name are used to gain access to other information such as 

Folder(s) or Image Set(s) [41]. The patient id is textual in format and must be used as the 

main reference for the patient. 

Vital Sign 

l;n 
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Sound 
Annotation :veni Igi 
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[Case Manager) 

Text 
Annotation Annotation has, 

Folder List has 
mtaii Image 

Overlay Folder 
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Annotation has. 

:vent Im time-tai int^ 

has, 

Image Set 
(Modality Set) 

Patient Data 
Phycirinn 

RCD 
jjuQi^uioQ, 

XrayData audio video int^ clients jcripti; lime-tai 

Image 
(Modality) CatScan Annotation h% 

lyent loi — Mammogram 

Figure 6-1 RCD Database Entity-Relationship Diagram 

(2) Folder Entity 
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For purposes of this database design, a Folder is defined as a segment in time during 

which the patient was rendered services or consultations. Therefore, this Folder must 

have "begin" and "end" date/time stamp. A diagnosis or recommendation must be stored 

in textual or audio format. In here, the audio format is not available. We choose the 

textual format. 

(3) Image Set Entity 

The requirements of this entity are very similar as the Folder object. An Image Set is also 

defined as a segment in time during which the patient was rendered services or 

consultations. Thus, the Image Set contains date/time stamp. A diagnosis or 

reconunendation is stored in textual format. 

(4) Modality and Image Entities 

Modalities are perhaps the most important part of this database design. They are at the 

core of the multimedia information that relates to the patient and the consultation being 

provided. The modalities include image, video, and audio data. The video sequences 

will be using MPEG, motion JPEG, or proprietary CODEC compression frames [68]. 

Video sequences will be stored as video files. These video files must be time stamped so 

that they can later be synchronized with audio and annotation sequences [13] [16]. The 

images are comprised of radiology and pathology Hies stored in the GIF or TIF format. It 

is also required that RCD be able to interface with acquisition modalities like Computer 

Radiography (CR), Computed Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), 

Ultrasound (U/S), and Nuclear Medicine (NM). 
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(5) Vital Sign Entity 

One service typically rendered during a patient's visit to a physician is vital signs. It is 

important to keep vital signs a part of the patient chart to watch for trends in the patient's 

condition. Measurements of vital signs include temperature, blood pressure, heart rate, 

etc. The database must be able to keep track of these vital signs over time and related 

them to any point in time during the patient's life cycle. These data are usually numerical 

in format. 

(6) Annotation Entity 

Annotations can be a variety of class objects. They can be a graphical annotation, such as 

box, circle, free hand drawing, or text format. They can also be audio or video 

annotations. Annotations can take place during the building of a case, the generation of a 

modality, or the recommendation of a consult. Annotations must also be synchronized 

with a time stamp so that they can later be played back with video and audio sequences. 

This class of objects has been implemented and is invoked by operations in the RCD GUI 

objects for Case Review and Collaborative Consultation scenarios. 

(7) Session Manager Entity 

The session manager serves as a cleaning house for consults. The session manager 

should know who initiated the consultation, when it was created, when it ended, where it 

has been, who has reviewed it, where it is going next, etc. The data contained by the 

session manager must let everyone involved in the patient's case know where that case 

stands in terms of the consultative cycle. 
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Other Entities, such as Physician, Folder List, etc related to the project are not described 

can be included for further work. Initially, we only concentrate on Patient, Folder, Image 

Set and Image entities (entities with bold face shown in Figure 6-1) for the project as 

shown in Figure 6-2. 

has 

contains 

contains 

Folder 

Patient 

ImageSet 

Image 

Figure 6-2 Implementation Entities in RCD CORBA/JDBC 

6.2 RCD Database Archive System 

The RCD Database Archive System (DBAS) is a computerized healthcare information 

system that provides Sybase database functionality to many viewing RCD workstations 

over Global PACS environment. The system is dispersed into three elements: (1) Sybase 
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SQL Adaptive Server, (2) File Server and (3) VisiChannel JDBC client/server 

connectivity. 

Server 
DBMS Servers 
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Images ODBC JDBC Server 
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Driver 
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Image File 
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Figure 6-3 RCD DBAS Architecture using VisiChannel for JDBC 

The Sybase SQL Adaptive Server manages patients' records. The File Server archives 

and transmits the requested image file(s). The JDBC Server interfaces to the Sybase 

DBMS to provide bi-directional interfaces to the DBMS. The DBAS facilitates the 

efficient retrieval and transmission of patient demographic data, film folder record 

tracking, image modality sets, DICOM-compliant data sets, as well as diagnoses. The 
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JDBC protocol is based on the CORB A (HOP) distributed client/server architecture. The 

DBAS architecture with VisiChannel JDBC is shown in Figure 6-3. Therefore, the JDBC 

driver provides the Internet and Intranet connectivity between a RCD Client and the 

Sybase DBMS. 

6.2.1 Database Server 

The Sybase Adaptive SQL Server NT 11.5.1 is the database server. The database 

manages patient information, including diagnoses, and image ^lenames. The patient 

demographic data, filenames of the images, keywords, the modality of the images and the 

date of registration and modification can be placed into the relational database. The 

database server stores text information mainly. It addresses the path of the image files 

and does not contain images. Therefore, the size of databases is small. The VisiChannel 

JDBC Server with HOP communication provides the RCD Clients' connectivity to the 

database server over the distributed computing environment. 

6.2.2 File Server 

The File Server has been implemented in Java. The socket mechanism is used for image 

file transmitting. The File Server archives and manages images in a file system. It is 

placed in the machine that has the Sybase Adaptive SQL Server installed to improve 

performance. However, it can be placed anywhere over the network. 
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6.2.3 RCD Client for DBAS Access 

The RCD Client application, as described in Section 4.3.2, is written in Java using 

VisiChannel for JDBC Client software for Sybase database access and File Server for 

image transferring. The RCD JDBC Client issues SQL (Structured Query Language) 

commands to query the database server. 
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Figure 6-4 Identification No. Concept 

For example, RCD Client uses the ID number of the patient (patient_id) to retrieve a list 

of image files pertinent to the patient for consultation. The image files are referred as file 
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paths stored as a relational table attributes. The referred file path is passed to the local 

File Server. Based on the retrieved file path, the File Server transmits the images to the 

requested RCD Client and presented on the screen of the RCD viewing workstation. The 

File Server is transparent to RCD Clients. The reference of an image requires keying of 

the ID number of a patient, the ID number of the patient's Folder, and the ID number of 

the patient's Image Set. The filename identification concept is depicted in Figure 6-4. A 

list of thumbnail images of the patient is presented on the screen in the order of the entry 

and an image will be presented by the simple clicking of the thumbnail image [41]. 

6.3 RCD JDBC Application Scenario 

Figure 6-5 RCD JDBC Application Scenario 

Figure 6-5 shows RCD JDBC application that enables physicians or radiologists to 

monitor and retrieve patient records. RCD JDBC provides physicians or radiologists with 
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JDBC Application 
ranning remotely 

JDBC 

INTRANET 
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the Sybase DBMS accessing, which uses the VisiChannel for JDBC Client and JDBC 

classes. With an installed RCD CORBA/JDBC application, the JDBC program behaves 

much like any other shrink-wrapped product. The application software is installed on the 

RCD Viewing Workstation, and when it runs, it accesses the VisiChannel for JDBC 

Server across the Internet or Intranet to the Sybase DBMS. 

(1) The user installs and starts the RCD CORBA/JDBC application. 

(2) The application executes a SQL command to DBAS. The JDBC application locates 

the VisiChannel for JDBC Server across either Internet or Intranet. 

(3) The VisiChannel for JDBC Server locates the appropriate data source across the 

Intranet on a Sybase DBMS. 

(4) The Sybase DBMS returns the results of the query to the VisiChannel for JDBC 

Server. 

(5) The VisiChannel for JDBC Server locates the VisiChannel for JDBC Client and 

passes the results back. The VisiChannel for JDBC Client receives the result set and 

passes it to the RCD JDBC application. 

6.4 Testing Methods and Results Interpretation 

Since the architecture is based upon dynamically built responses to the RCD users, 

interactive performance is of great concem. RCD Client sends a JDBC API query of 

retrieval to the database server and receives its results. The image Hies are transferred via 
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sockets (Java network package). This RCD DABS system has limits in two points, the 

speed of database accessing and the speed of the network either transferring patient 

records or image files. 

Figure 6-6 shows RCD JDBC application performance in milliseconds. The tests 

differentiate time required to (1) connect to the database, (2) create a table and conunit 

the transaction, (3) insert values into the table and rollback the transaction, (4) insert 

values into the table and commit the transaction, and (5) query all attributes in the table. 

The table created has one attribute having 10 rows. Each attribute contains an integer. 

The tests have been conducted either Client/Server within a subnet or between subnets 

over a quite network. There are 31 samples collected for Trial I and 23 samples for Trail 

n respectively. 
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Mean& 
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3171 58.1 87.9 142 100.6 23.2 97.1 9.2 33.9 5.8 

Figure 6-6 RCD JDBC Application Performance in milliseconds 

The results indicate that the database accesses by a RCD Client within a subnet are faster 

than those of between subnets as expected. Performance considerations for a database 
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connectivity implementation differ when the database may be halfway around the world. 

Database applications on the Internet will experience quite different network response 

times than database applications on a local area network. 

The Connection object is very important in JDBC; many other objects are constructed and 

many methods are executed in the context of a java.sql.Connection. Thus, connecting to 

a database server is the most costly U'ansaction. Comparing to other transactions, query to 

the database has less variance relatively. In general, all Client/Server transactions across 

subnets have higher variances. We can conclude that transactions across subnets are 

usually unreliable and slow. The Internet, across subnets, is performance-poor compared 

with internal subnet. Therefore, DBMS or database connectivity software must be 

designed to use less bandwidth when communicating between the Client and Server in 

order to add significant performance to database access. 
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Figure 6-7 RCD Image File Transmission Rate in milliseconds 
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Figure 6-7 indicates RCD image file transmission rates in milliseconds. The tests have 

been conducted using different file sizes transferring either within a subnet or across 

subnets over a quite network. As expected, file transmission rates are slower across 

subnets and having larger variations. 

In general, throughput performance in a distributed computing environment is determined 

by how many times the data must be copied as it travels from source to destination. The 

more middleware layers to transverse, the more times a data packet is copied resulting in 

a lower throughput performance. 
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CHAPTER? 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The collaborative RCD CORBA/JDBC architecture has identified the need for applying 

distributed computing environment into the tele-healthcare applications. The architecture 

requires interface to individual Global PACS Service Provider as well as to a legacy 

database (i.e., DBAS). We have determined that: 

(1) The distributed processing middleware is migrating towards CORE A. 

(2) The 3-tier JDBC database connectivity provides more manageable information 

environment for the RCD system. 

(3) The wrapping techniques with IDL can meet the collaborative RCD system unique 

features and integrate its Service Provider components. 

(4) Event Service provides asynchronous communication for RCD sessions. 

(5) Java offers flexibility for RCD application development. 

(6) Sockets provide efficient transferring for bandwidth-intensive images and delay-

sensitive real-time data in the RCD system. 
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The use of CORBA as communication middleware enhances RCD application flexibility 

and portability. RCD Service Providers are self-contained components of functions and 

data. Object request brokering allows the functions of the Service Providers to be 

accessed without regard to their location, so that the components of RCD can be changed 

or moved without disrupting the system. These features enable complex distributed and 

concurrent applications to be developed more rapidly and correctly. 

The basic RCD JDBC design not only provides a means of data access, but also ensures 

efficiency, performance, and easy user interface development. The design will also 

provide the information integration infrastructure for the multidatabase system (MDBS) 

connectivity. 

RCD Service Provider wrapping provides a way to overcome the prohibitive expense of a 

complete application re-write. A RCD wrapper component allows new styles of access to 

the application, while preserving the current operational access. 

Asynchronous messaging software, Event Service, lets the components in RCD Store and 

Forward model and Interactive RCD model not be active simultaneously, which means 

that messages can be transmitted reliably even in the face of network failures. Messaging 

software also supports queuing semantics. It allows RCD applications to do dynamic 

load balancing. Our experience of using an Event Channel for asynchronous 

communication for the project is the push-supplier and pull-consumer model has better 

performance across domains or subnets. For performance, the supplier or consumer 

model selection within a subnet does not show any difference. 
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In addition. Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) provide an intuitive way of interacting with 

RCD applications. GUIs can exploit the decoupling of an application's form from its 

function. In this way, a GUI can enable multiple, disparate RCD Service Provider's 

functions to be accessible in a uniform way and so increase the usability of applications 

while reducing training costs. 

While it is true that many standards, activities within the health care arena are not 

perfectly aligned, they are generally not competitive either. The RCD CORBA/JDBC 

framework is not so much faced with a choice of standards, but rather a set of standards 

to use in various different circumstances. 

Since the architecture is based upon dynamically built responses to the user, interactive 

performance is of great concern. All wrapped Service Providers and database must 

respond rapidly under peak query load conditions. Performance is limited by legacy 

Service Providers' response times, network capacity (bandwidth) and ORB, as well as 

JDBC performances. All of these can be mitigated somewhat by choosing the right 

hardware. Choice of DBMS, schema, network protocols and ORB will also be significant 

factors. 

In the end, however, it is necessary to consider the IDL itself, specifically, the granularity 

of the distributed objects on the network. Given a few milliseconds response time for 

transactions over a typical CORBA network [61], it is essential that a user response not 

require too many transactions. 
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7.1 Current Constraints 

The RCD CORBA/JDBC application's current constraints reside in the JDBC product. 

For example, while retrieving queried results from the JDBC Server, the JDBC ResultSet 

is navigable in only one direction, "next". There is no way to fetch the previous "row" 

unless re-issuing the query. Moreover, there are limitations on manipulating results. In 

addition, at present, JDBC drivers only get one row of results at a time over the network 

from the RDBMS. For example, suppose the result set for a query is 20 rows of a table; 

sending each row, one by one, can be a slow process. The JDBC driver should be able to 

send multiple rows in a single response. Although JDBC ResultSet does not allow for 

very sophisticated query management, it is a good foundation upon which to build other 

higher-level APIs. 

In order to add significant performance to database connectivity, the RCD CORBA/JDBC 

architecture was designed to use less bandwidth when communicating between Client and 

Server. Each query generates a small amount of data. The images are transmitted 

through sockets. 

The RCD CORBA/JDBC applications require both ORB (VisiBroker for Java) and Event 

Service software installed locally. Although the VisiChannel for JDBC Client classes are 

downloadable from the Web Server, this feature did not include in the design. Therefore, 

the current RCD implementation does not support "Applets" (Web browser) feature. 

Tele-healthcare will never replace the physician or other health workers involved in a 

patient relation. Instead, it gives a possibility of increasing the integration between 
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various health services, e.g., collaborative RCD system, and in this way contributes to 

better care directed towards the patient. 

7.2 Future Work 

At present, the ATM switches are not available in CERL. The Project plans to extend the 

RCD software over CORBA/JDBC middleware over ATM networks to provide a 

research and development environment for Global PACS practice. 

hi addition, the DBAS in the RCD CORBA/JDBC system can be aimed to a large image 

of data. It will be difficult for DBAS to efficiently deliver images. The solution is to 

build one Database Server and multiple, distributed File Servers; Database Server for 

patient records, diagnoses and filenames and multiple File Servers for reference images, 

and these components should be linked together. Thus, the multiple File Servers can 

store and reuieve the image classified into different departments, and physicians from 

other departments can see the image from the Database Server. This system will 

rationalize the network traffic that can be managed efficiently and satisfactory to RCD 

users. Currently, the DBAS has designed for one Database Server and one File Server. 

The CORBA/JDBC framework can be extended to any distributed, object oriented, 

collaborative applications, for example, modeling and simulation of Discrete Event 

System Specification (DEVS). The distributed, collaborative DEVS CORBA/JDBC 

architecture is attached in Appendix B. 
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APPENDIX A 

CORBA AND ITS COMPETITORS 

1. DCE vs. CORBA 

Both OMG's CORBA and OSF's Distributed Computing Environment (DCE) [47] 

represent significant advancements in distributed computing. With them, distributed 

computing has stepped out of research labs and the academic field, and has become an 

industry endeavor. In some ways, CORBA is much like DCE. However, there are 

significant differences between the two. [38] [42] 

(1) Implementation vs. Specification 

OSF provides a reference implementation of DCE, and most vendors use this code. Thus, 

the interoperability between different vendors' products is straightforward. OMG 

produces specifications only, defined by consensus-oriented committees, and there is no 

reference implementation of CORBA. Interoperability used to be impossible until 

CORBA 2.0 specifically addressed the problem. 

(2) Infrastructure vs. Interface to an infrastructure 

DCE provides an infrastructure including a comprehensive set of services to support 

distributed applications. CORBA defines interfaces to an infrastructure. 

(3) Procedure Model vs. Object-Oriented Model 
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DCE is based on tiie Remote Procedure Call (RPC) paradigm. Although objects and 

related concepts exist, DCE is not object-oriented middleware. CORB A was designed to 

be completely object-oriented from the start. In CORB A, an object accesses the service 

of another object by sending requests to methods on that object. 

The RPC mechanism provided in DCE supports encapsulation at the granularity of an 

individual server. A server accepts only the operations its interface defined. Thus, clients 

can manipulate a server's resources only by invoking operations provided by this 

interface. Although DCE RPC supports encapsulation, it does not support abstraction or 

polymorphism. Therefore, DCE does not give users the object model's full power. 

The CORB A specification has emphasized that users can develop CORBA components 

according to their own requirements as long as the components fit the Specification 

definitions. In addition, the CORBA components can be adjusted and simplified. 

(4) Static vs. Dynamic Invocation Interfaces 

DCE only supports static interfaces. CORBA supports a variety of invocation 

mechanisms: static invocation interfaces, dynamic invocation interface (DO) at the client 

side, and dynamic skeleton interface (DSI) at the server side. 

(5) DCE IDL vs. CORBA IDL 

DCE IDL and CORBA DDL are very similar. E)CE IDL is derived from C and the syntax 

of the CORBA IDL is derived from C-H-. However, CORBA IDL has the following 

features that are not in DCE DDL: any type, exception handling, and inheritance. 
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(6) Interface UUID vs. Object Reference 

Each interface defined in DCEIDL is assigned a Universal Unique Identifier (UUID). 

The UUID is guaranteed unique across space and time. In CORB A, an object is assigned 

an object reference. The interface(s) supported by the object are registered in the 

Interface Repository, i.e., repository ID, which is not necessary universally unique. 

2. COMvs.CORBA 

Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) is the competing distributed object 

middleware from Microsoft. It is simply "COM with a longer wire" - a low-level 

extension of the Component Object Model (COM), the core object technology within 

Microsoft's ActiveX. DCOM builds an object remote procedure call (OPRC) layer on 

top of DCE RPC to support remote objects. A comparison of DCOM and CORB A in 

terms of (1) overall architecture, (2) IDL definitions, (3) top layer object activation, 

method invocation from progranraiers' view, (4) middle layer object activation, method 

invocation from remote architecture, and (5) bottom layer of wire protocol architecture 

are described clearly in [37]. 

Comparing Microsoft Component Object Model (COM) and CORBA in terms of objects, 

allowing their clients to create and destroy them and providing support for encapsulation, 

polymorphism, and inheritance are listed in the following sections. 

2.1 Objects 
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Both COM and CORB A define objects in the conventional way, as collections of 

methods and data. Both allow access to an object only through specific interfaces, and 

both provide an Interface Definition Language (IDL) that can be used to define that 

interface. In CORB A, each object presents a single interface to its clients, and each client 

holds one object reference to the object as a whole. In COM, on the other hand, an object 

can (and almost always does) present two or more interfaces to its clients. A client 

commonly holds multiple interface pointers to the same object. Unlike CORBA, COM 

clients invoke methods through a specific pointer to the interface containing that method 

rather than via a single reference to the entire object. The idea of an object that presents 

many interfaces can seem odd. It is one of the reasons that COM has been criticized as 

not being truly object-oriented. 

2.2 Creating and Destroying Objects 

In COM, a client can create an object via a call to the standard COM library. To 

efficiently create many objects of the same class, a client can acquire a pointer to a class 

factory for that class. However, a client gets its first interface pointer to a new object as 

part of the creation process. It then gets any other pointers it needs by asking the object 

directly. When the client is finished using any interface pointer, it informs the object by 

calling the Release method on that pointer. When all clients have released all pointers on 

all of an object's interfaces, the object usually destroys itself. 

In CORBA, an object is typically created by a call to the ORB. This call generates an 

object reference for the new object, a reference that can be used by clients to invoke 
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methods on the object. A client can also use a somewhat loosely defined entity called a 

factory object to create objects, not unlike COM. While there are significant differences 

in how the two technologies view the process of creation, the broad outlines are much the 

same. 

When a client invokes a method on an object that's currently active, the ORB passes the 

request to the running object. If the target object is not currently active, the ORB loads it, 

then hands it the client's request. Clients need not inform an object when they are done 

using it. When an object exactly stops running is not defined by the CORBA standard. 

Different products do it differently. For example, lona Orbix uses the time-out 

mechanism. 

2.3 Object-Oriented Magic Words 

To qualify as truly object-oriented, a technology needs to provide encapsulation, 

polymorphism, and inheritance. COM and COI^A both provide encapsulation. They do 

it in the same way: by allowing clients access to an object only through the object's 

interface(s). Similarly, both technologies provide polymorphism; by allowing different 

classes to support the same interface (method) while implementation is different. 

It is in the third aspect of object-orientation, "inheritance" that COM and CORBA objects 

are believed to differ from one another. However, both COM and CORBA support 

interface inheritance; the ability for one interface definition to inherit from another. But 

neither COM nor CORBA specifies support for implementation inheritance; the ability 

for one object to actually inherit code from another. In fact, the great majority of 
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CORBA-based products support only interface inheritance, just like COM. IBM's 

implementation of CORBA, embodied in their System Object Model (SOM), does 

support implementation inheritance, but the CORBA specification does not require this. 

Countless articles and newsgroup postings have claimed that COM does not support 

inheritance. If it is meant implementation inheritance, the statement is absolutely true. 

However, if it is meant interface inheritance, the statement is entirely false. 

2.4 Advantages of CORBA over DCOM 

(1) Open Industry Standard 

CORBA's standards have been specified by OMG. The open industry standards in 

CORBA created a level playing field for all vendors. This is beneficial for consumers, as 

they are not locked into a single vendor proprietary world. Microsoft is in the process of 

standardizing DCOM, but it continues to lack widespread industry support. 

(2) Platform Independence and Ubiquity 

CORBA presumes a heterogeneous environment. Using OOP, different CORBA 

implementations interoperate with each other to produce a worldwide object bus. nOP is 

fast becoming the TCP/IP of objects. It will be ubiquitous. 

DCOM is currently available only on Microsoft Window NT and Microsoft Window 95. 

DCOM is unlikely to become as omnipresent as CORBA, since most platform vendors 

are investing in CORBA. 

(3) Maturity of the Specification and Implementations 
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CORBA has existed since 1990. Commercial implementations have been available since 

1992. DCOM was only made available in beta form in 1996. CORBA has had much 

more time to mature, and there are a large number of companies developing CORBA 

ORBs. Competition between these companies ensures the robusmess and richness of the 

CORBA solution. 

(4) CORBA leverages advantages of the Java technology 

Several CORBA-compliant Java ORBs exist today. These Java ORBs make it possible to 

write 100% pure Java clients and servers that run on any platform. In contrast, ActiveX 

controls written in the Java language need to be wrapped by platform-specific binary 

code. Application developers using ActiveX, therefore, need to maintain multiple copies 

of each ActiveX control, at least one for each client platform they must support. 

(5) Standard Object Services 

OMG specifies a rich set of CORBA object services like Naming, Events, Life Cycle, 

Transactions, Security, Properties, and Persistence. Microsoft will have to port its entire 

Active Platform to provide developers with this level of ftinctionality on non-Windows 

platforms. 

(6) Low Complexity and Footprint 

DCOM, due to its heritage in compound document technology, has an unnecessarily 

complex APL In addition, DCOM applications are too fat to run on anything but desktop. 

CORBA, on the other hand, was designed ftom scratch without any such restrictions. 
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Java implementations of CORBA, due to their small footprint, can run on thin network 

computers, on low end Java consumer devices, and on embedded systems. 

These advantages enable CORBA/nOP, coupled with Java technology, to assume a 

central role in shaping the Internet during the next phase of its evolution. 

3. Other competitors 

With the release of JDK (Java Development Kits) version 1.1, Java has its own, built-in 

native ORB, called RMI (Remote Method Invocation). Though RMI is an ORB in the 

generic sense that it supports making method invocations on remote objects, it is not a 

CORBA-compliant ORB. RMI is native to Java. It is, in essence, an extension to the 

core language. On the other hand, RMI has some limitations. Its tight integration with 

Java makes it impractical for use with objects or applications written in any other 

language. RMI can not be used for legacy systems integration. 

The core CORBA (ORB) specification itself does not dictate a specific implementation 

architecture. It describes an abstract model for ORB semantics and a set of standard 

interfaces, extensible through a standard Interface Definition Language. ORBs can be 

tailored and have diverse implementations. However, they can still inter-operate, and 

applications can be ported among them. In contrast, RMI is, in essence, a single, specific 

implementation architecture. In addition, ORB implementations can evolve rapidly to 

offer increased performance, reliability, and scalability without breaking applications. 

For example, many ORB vendors have begun to integrate their products with high-
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performance, highly reliable middelware messaging systems. Because CORBA is an 

interface specification and not a concrete code base, ORBs are free to evolve in this way. 

The OMG also includes a comprehensive set of object services, CORBAservices. 

CORB Aservices has been designed to provide application builders with a foundation of 

commonly required capabilities. It includes specifications for Naming, Life Cycle, Trader, 

Relationships, Transactions, Security, and Query. These services are essential to real-

world distributed object applications. 

The builders of Java are also creating services for use with RMI, including a naming and 

directory service and a security service. So far, these services are not as complete or 

mature as CORBAservices [87]. 
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APPENDKB 

DESIGN A CORBA-BASED COLLABORATIVE DISCRETE EVENT 

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION (DEVS) ARCHITECTURE 

1, Overview of the Collaborative DEVS Architecture 

The collaborative DEVS architecture is an object-oriented, distributed modeling and 

simulation environment over heterogeneous computing platforms. It contains four major 

components: (1) model construction (2) simulation (3) platforms and (4) communication 

mechanism. The System Entity Structure (SES) of the collaborative DEVS architecture 

is shown in Figure B-1. 

Collaborative DEVS 

model construction simulation platforms communication 

n—  ̂ n I ' 1 n fl n 
model composition model creation client engine CORBA ActiveX TCP/IP 

I n U (GUI) (GUI) ORB DCOM 
MB n n I L_ 1 
111 dynamic static simulators co-ordinators root 

MB MB coK)rdinator 

III III 
models models 

atomic coupled 
models models 

Figure B-1 System Entity Structure of Collaborative DEVS Architecture 
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The model construction is further decomposed into two sub-entities, i.e., model 

composition and model creation. The model composition constructs models based on 

existing models stored in the Model Base (MB). The model creation constructs models by 

users dynamically or statically. The dynamic process creates DEVS models interactively. 

The static process creates DEVS models offline. 

The simulation entity is decomposed into client and simulation engine. The client is the 

entity initiates the simulation. The simulation engine, i.e., simulators, co-ordinators, and 

root-co-ordinator, carries out the simulation of DEVS models. The DEVS models and 

simulation engine follow the DEVS formalism introduced by Zeigler (1976) [29]. The 

DEVS formalism is more than just a means of constructing simulation models. It 

provides a formal representation of discrete event systems capable of mathematical 

manipulation as differential equations serve the role for continuous systems. 

The platforms include nodes over networks where the DEVS software, MB and 

simulation engine, is installed, and simulations take place. The nodes are heterogeneous. 

It means different parts of the system can use different progranuning languages, different 

operating systems, different hardware, as well as different networking protocols. For 

example, the platforms can be Workstations, PCs, or Unix machines. The operating 

systems can be Solaris, Sun OS, ADC, or Windows. The communication mechanism 

among these platforms can be any protocol or middleware, e.g., CORBA, ActiveX, or 

TCP/IP. 
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In here, the design is emphasized on the bold face components in Figure B-1. Therefore, 

we focus on design an object-oriented, distributed DEVS over heterogeneous platforms in 

CORBA, TCP/IP environment. Model construction and other communication protocols 

or middleware are not covered or used in the design. 

2. Problem Statement 

Unfortunately, dealing with heterogeneity in distributed computing enterprises is rarely 

easy. In particular, the development of software applications and components that 

support and make efficient use of heterogeneous networked systems is very challenging 

[24]. 

In recognition of these problems, the Object Management Group (OMG) was formed in 

1989. The OMG is an industry consortium of information technology users and suppliers 

that establishes and promotes Common Object Request Broker Architecture 

(CORBA) standards. The main focus of CORBA is to standardize the interfaces between 

the components of a distributed computing environment. It requires all components, 

future or existing ones, to use a common Interface Definition Language (IDL) [19]. 

These OMG's DDL interfaces are simple, easy to use, flexible, and extensible. They also 

facilitate interoperability between the existing and future application objects. For 

example, the application objects can be "wrapped" legacy applications, conunercial 

applications, or new software. 
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3. DEVS Features 

The Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) formalism provides a means of 

specifying a mathematical object called a system. Basically, a DEVS system has a time 

base, inputs, states, and outputs, and functions for determining next states and outputs 

given current states and inputs [30]. 

3.1 DEVS Models 

A basic DEVS model contains the following information: 

(1) the set of Input ports through which external events are received 

(2) the set of output ports through which external events are sent 

(3) two state variables; phase and sigma (in the absence of external events the system 

stays in the current phase for the time given by sigma) 

(4) the time advance function which controls the timing of internal transitions 

(5) the internal transition function which specifies to which next state the system will 

transit after the time given by the time advance function has elapsed 

(6) the external transition function with specifies how the system changes state when an 

input is received 
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(7) the output function which generates an external output just before an internal 

transition takes place 

In addition, basic models may be coupled in the DEVS formalism to form a multi-

component model, i.e., Coupled Models [31]. The coupling specification consists of: 

a. the external input coupling which connects the input ports of the coupled model to 

one or more of the input ports of the components. 

b. the external output coupling which connects output ports of components to output 

ports of the coupled model. 

c. the internal coupling which connects output ports of components to input ports of 

other components. 

A multi-component model can be expressed as an equivalent basic model in the DEVS 

formalism. Such a basic model can itself be employed in a large multi-component model. 

This shows that the formalism is closed under coupling as required for hierarchical model 

construction. 

3.2 Simulation Engine 

The Simulation Engine, simulator, co-ordinator, and root-co-ordinator specialization 

classes of processors, carries out the simulation of DEVS models by implementing the 

abstract simulator principles developed as part of the DEVS theory [30]. In essence, an 

abstract simulator is an algorithmic description of how to carry out the instructions 
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implicit in DEVS models to generate their behavior. Simulation proceeds by means of 

messages passed among the processors that carry information concerning internal and 

external events, as well as data need for synchronization. 

4. DEVS-CORBA Integration 

As described before, the simulation proceeds as the Simulation Engine carries out the 

behavior of the models by executing the external, internal, output, and time advance 

functions. In addition, a coupled model specifies the coupling among components by 

connecting external or internal input/output ports accordingly. These unique features of 

DEVS can be integrated into CORBA architecture as Object Implementation objects and 

using IDL interfaces. 

4.1 CORBA-based DEVS Models 

The DEVS models can be defined as Object Implementation objects (Server). The object 

provides input and output ports as well as transition functions as its CORBA IDL 

interface. The interface can be invoked by any client applications. The CORBA-based 

DEVS model with its IDL interface is shown in Figure B-2. 
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Figure B-2 CORBA-based DEVS Model with IDL Interface 

As a simulation proceeds, the Simulation Engine carries out the behavior of the models 

by invoking the extemal and internal transition functions (operations) or output function, 

"Int_tr_func()", "Ext_tr_func()", or "Output_func()", defined in the model's IDL 

interface. The transition operations advance the elapsed time by invoicing the time 

advanced function, 'Time_advance_func()". The "Output_func()" generates an external 

output just before an internal transition takes place. Moreover, for coupled models, the 

internal and extemal coupling specification can be achieved by invoking model's input 

and output port functions, "In_port()" and "Out_port()", respectively. 

Models can be created with or without "Model_name". Objects that are given an object 

name when they are created are called persistent objects. Otherwise, they are transient 

Model (Server) 

Sigma 

phase 
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objects. Transient objects are only available during the lifetime of the process that 

created them. They are not registered in ORB. Only those entities that process an explicit 

object reference to a transient object may invoke its methods (operations). Persistent 

objects remain valid beyond the lifetime of the process that creates them. These objects 

have a global scope and are registered in ORB. Therefore, we need to use persistent 

objects with a "time_out" limitation to implement CORBA-based DEVS Model. 

DEVS.Engine (Server & Client) 

idl interfaces 

Container Library initO 

opcnQ, 

root-co-ordinator 

co-ordinator 
stopO 

StepO 

simulator 

Figure B-3 CORBA-based Simulation Engine with IDL hiterface 

4.2 CORB A-Based Simulation Engine 
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The CORBA-based Simulation Engine with its DDL interface is defined in Figure B-3. 

On one hand, the Simulation Engine is an Object Implementation. The IDL interface 

provides services to carry out simulations requested by users. For example, "init()" 

initializes some parameters before beginning a simulation; "start()", "stop()", "step()" 

and "pause()" proceed the simulation completely or in steps or temporarily paused and 

later resumed. On the other hand. Simulation Engine is a Client to DEVS Model's IDL 

operations (transition functions) where simulations are actually taken place. 

Initially, every simulation completes in one machine. There is no further decomposition 

or distribution of the Simulation Engine's components over a network. Thus, the 

Container Library, root-co-ordinator, co-ordinator(s), and simulator(s) are one unit. An 

example of a DEVS_Engine IDL file (idl) is included in Figure B-4. 
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#define DEVS_exception_body { string explanation; any exceptionData; ) 
#define DEVS_context_attributes "ANY_ID" 

interface DEVS_engine { 

exception INIT_ERROR 
exception OPEN_ERROR 
exception CLOSE_ERROR 
exception START_ERROR 
exception STOP_ERROR 
exception STEP_ERROR 
exception PAUSE_ERROR 
exception ENGINES_ERROR 

DEVS_exception_body; 
DEVS_exception_body; 
DEVS_exception_body; 
DEVS_exception_body; 
DEVS_exception_body; 
DEVS_exception_body; 
DEVS_exception_body; 
DEVS_exception_body; 

void initO 
raises (INIT_ERROR, ENGINES_ERROR) 
context ( DEVS_context_attributes ); 

void open () 
raises (OPEN_ERROR, ENGINES.ERROR) 
context (DEVS_context_attributes): 

void close () 
raises (CLOSE_ERROR, ENGINES_ERROR ) 
context ( DEVS_context_attributes); 

void start (in string Model) 
raises (START.ERROR, ENGINES_ERROR) 
context (DEVS_context_attributes); 

void stop (in string Model) 
raises (STOP_ERROR, ENGINES_ERROR) 
context (DEVS_context_attributes ); 

void pause (in string Model) 
raises (PAUSE.ERROR, ENGINES.ERROR) 
context (DEVS_context_attributes ); 

void step (in string Model) 
raise (STEP.ERROR, ENGINES.ERROR) 
context (DEVS_context_attributes ); 

}; /• end interface DEVS_engine'*/ 

Figure B-4 DEVS_Engine IDL Example 

4.3 DEVS-CORBA Architecture (Phase I) 

The initial DEVS-CORBA architecture (Phase I) is depicted in Figure B-S. The design 

contains three components distributed over a network: CORBA-based Simulation Engine 
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(DEVS_Engine), CORBA-based DEVS model (Model), as well as CORBA-based Client 

(DEVS_Client). 
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closeQ 
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CORBA/nOP 

Client Requests 
( G U I )  

Figure B-5 DEVS-CORBA Architecture Phase I 

The DEVS_Engine provides DEVS simulation services (IDL interfaces), exercises the 

Model's instructions and actually generates the behavior of the Model. The 

DEVS_Client is the entity creates Models, initiates the simulation and receives the 

simulation results. The Model, created by DEVS_Client or user, provides a set of 

instructions (IDL interfaces) that emulate a comparable and behavior of a real system. 

The communication mechanism among these components is the CORBA/IIOP 
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middleware. The IDL interfaces of the Model and the DEVS_Engine are also included in 

the diagram. 
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Figure B-6 DEVS-CORBA Phase I Implementation Environment and Components 

The Phase I implementation environment, both software and hardware requirements, is 

shown in Figure B-6. The platforms can be Workstations or PCs with Unix or Windows 

operating system. The communication middleware, ORB, and the Java Development Kit 

(JDK) need to install on each node in order to deplore DEVS-CORBA applications in 

Java. Moreover, in the diagram, multiple Simulation Engines are included to provide load 

balancing and fault tolerance. If a client application plans to "bind" multiple CORBA-
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based Simulation Engines (DEVS.Engine) for multiple simulation occunences, the use 

of the DEVS_engine_name by the client applications is required. The 

DEVS_engine_name distinguishes among multiple instances of the Simulation Engine 

interfaces. 

As described before, individual simulation is done completely in one machine initially. 

Simulator(s), coordinators and related DEVS Library are one component, i.e., 

DEVS_Engine. However, each DEVS-CORBA component, DEVS_Engine, Model, and 

DEVS_Client, can be distributed over the network. DEVS_Clients can create Models 

locally or remotely and integrate the Models as ORB Servers. The simulation can carry 

out completely either locally or remotely, as well, by invoking Model's IDL interface 

operations through DEVS_Engine's IDL operations requested and initiated by 

DEVS_Clients. Therefore, the location of the individual DEVS-CORBA component is 

transparent over the network. The ORB communication between the DEVS-CORBA 

Servers (Engine or Models) and DEVS-CORBA Clients (Engine or Clients) is 

synchronous. 

For coupled models, the internal and external coupling specification can be accomplished 

by invoking Model's DDL input and output port operations accordingly. The multi-

component of the coupled models can be distributed over the network. The detailed 

implementation issues are not addressed here. 

4.4 DEVS-CORBA Architecture Phase II 
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In this phase, a DEVS-Factory component is introduced into the DEVS-CORBA 

architecture. The component is an Object Implementation provides services to manage 

DEVS Model Base and archive DEVS Models. A DEVS-Factory framework and its IDL 

interfaces are shown in Figure B-7. 

DEVS Factory 

Model Base 
openO 

closcQ idl interfaces 

destro' 

(Models) 

StoreO 

copyO, 

deleteO 

listQ 

Figure B-7 DEVS-Factory Framework with IDL Interface 

The private methods, e.g., init(), open(), close(), and destroy(), can not be accessed by 

any client applications. They are methods to create, initialize, open, close or destroy a 

Factory object. The IDL interface operations, e.g., find(), store(), copy(), delete(), and 

list(), are specified services provided by a DEVS-Factory. 

(1) find(): find a Model in a Model Base 
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(2) store(): store a Model into a Model Base 

(3) copy(): copy or retrieve a Model from a Model Base 

(4) delete(): delete a Model from a Model Base 

(S) list(): list Models in a Model Base 

An example of DEVS-Factory IDL interface (idl file) is shown in Figure B-8. 

#deflne DEVS_exception_body { string explanation; any exceptionData; ) 
#define DEVS_context_attributes "ANY.ID" 

interface DEVS_ft { 
exception STORE_ERROR DEVS_exception_body : exception RND.ERROR DEVS_exception_body: 
exception COPY_ERROR DEVS_exception_body ; exception LIST_ERROR DEVS_exception_body; 
exception DELETE_ERROR DEVS_exception_body; 
exception MODEL_NOT_FOLIND DEVS_exception_body; 

typedef sequence<string> NameList; 
boolean find ( 

in string Model.name ) 
raises (RND.ERROR) 
context (DEVS_context_attributes ): 

void store ( 
in string Model.name, 
out boolean status) 
raises (MODEL_NOT_FOUND. STORE_ERROR) 
context ( DEVS_context_attributes ); 

void copy ( 
in string from_ModeLname, 
inout string to.ModeLname) 
raises (MODEL_NOT_FOUND. COPY.ERROR) 
context (DEVS_context_attributes ); 

boolean delete ( 
in string VIodel_name ) 
raises (MODEL_NOT_FOUND, DELETE.ERROR) 
context ( DEVS_context_attributes ); 

void list ( 
out NameList ModeLnames ) 
raises (LIST_ERROR) 
context ( DEVS_context_attributes); 

): /» end interface DEVS_ft •/ 

Figure B-8 DEVS Factory IDL Example 
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It provides operations, parameters, and related data used in the interface. In copy(), 

copying data, i.e., Models, in and out from objects, components over the network, using 

the CORB A middleware is the most costly operation. A series of performance evaluation 

regarding applications using CORB A middleware have been done by [69]. The 

conclusion is applications developed in CORBA, data marshaling and de-marshaling 

between platforms, service handler registration, de-multiplexing and dispatching 

introduce overheads and can influence performance dramatically. "Sockets" are most 

useful for point-to-point high performance streaming applications and transmitting bulk 

data efficiently. Therefore, the copy() operation can be implemented using either "ftp" or 

"socket" conmiunication mechanism and by-pass the CORBA middleware. The CORBA 

middleware is used to manage or locate objects distributed over networks, but "sockets" 

are used for data flow among objects especially for bulks of data. 

DEVS-CORBA architecture with the DEVS-Factory component is depicted in Figure B-

9. Multiple DEVS-Factory, i.e., multiple Model Bases, can exist and distributed over the 

network to provide load balancing and fault tolerance. The Phase II implementation 

environment, both software and hardware requirements including multiple Factories, is 

presented in Figure B-10. Clients need to "bind" a DEVS-Factory and request for 

services. If a client application plans to "bind" more than one instance of DEVS-Factory, 

the DEVS-Factory name (factory_name) needs to be specified. The factory_name 

distinguishes between multiple instances of an interface. 
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Figure B-9 DEVS-CORBA Architecture Phase II 

In addition, DEVS Models are implemented as Object Implementation (objects). The 

Interface Repository (IR) supports as a CORBA object interface information database. 

For example, consider an IDL file can contain IDL module defmitions, and modules can 

contain interface deHnitions, and interfaces can contain operation definitions. 

Correspondingly, an Interface Repository can contain modules, interfaces, and operations 

description. Thus, from an IR module, we can leara what interfaces it contains. The 

reverse is also true - given an interface, we can leam what module it is contained in. All 

other IDL constructs, including exceptions, attributes, and parameters, can be represented 

in an IR. These information supported by the IR are useful while managing the MB. In 

other words, we can retrieve DEVS Model's description from an IR interface (database). 
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This feature can be integrated into the DEVS-Factory functionality to enhance the Factory 

implementation and MB management. The issue needs further investigation. 
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Figure B-10 DEVS-CORBA Phase II Implementation Environment and Components 

4.5 DEVS-CORBA Architecture Phase in 

Several features can be integrated and introduced into the DEVS-CORBA Phase m 

Architecture. 

(1) Components of the Simulation Engine are distributed over networics. Simulation 

Engine is decomposed into simulator(s), co-ordinator(s), and root-co-ordinator. Each 
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component is distributed over the network. In other words, the simulation process 

does not take place on one machine only as before. Event Service [57] is introduced 

for synchronization and control among these components during simulation 

processing. 
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Figure B-11 DEVS-CORBA Phase III Implementation with Distributed 

Components of Simulation Engine using Event Service for Synchronization 

The Event Service provides di supplier-consumer communication model that allows 

multiple supplier objects to send data (message) asynchronously to multiple consumer 

objects through an event channel. The event channel receives information from supplier 

objects and distributes it to consumer objects. This asynchronous interaction reduces 

server trafQc and increases system scalability. Thus, each component of the Simulation 
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Engine includes two threads, one as the supplier object and another one as the consumer 

object. These objects provide the synchronization among the components as presented in 

Figure B-11. In the diagram, each component of the Simulation Engine is resided in a 

node. However, individual component can be resided together on one machine as well. 

The software and hardware requirements as well as the implementation environment of 

the architecture are shown in Figure B-12. In addition, if bulks of data are required to 

exchange control and synchronization between components of the Simulation Engine, 

i.e., peer to peer communications, during a simulation procedure, the "socket" 

communication (network package in Java) mechanism is included. 
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Figure B-12 DEVS-CORBA Phase in Implementation Environment & Components (1) 
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(2) JDBC for DEVS Model Base (MB) management and archiving is an alternative 

(option). Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) defines a standard, database- and 

platform-independent APIs for accessing databases, across the Internet and Intranet, 

from Java programs. By integrating the JDBC feature into the Phase m architecture, 

it allows DEVS' Models to be managed and archived by a relational database or an 

OODB. 
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Figure 8-13 DEVS-CORBA Phase III with JDBC & Object Web Architecture 

JDBC is a software layer built on top of ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) software. 

The ODBC standard is based on work done by Microsoft and X/Open's SQL Access 

Group (SAG) [32], and it supports a wide variety of SQL features and stored procedure 
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calls. In Figure B-13, it presents 3-Tier architecture integrated into the DEVS-CORBA 

environment. This architecture provides: 

(a) A managed server environment. This makes it easier to upgrade, maintain, and 

control the "server", (Tier 2) environment. It also reduces administrative 

overheads. 

(b) A more secure environment. All data accesses are centralized and conUrolled on 

the "server". 

In the diagram, it also contains the Web client/server feature. It will be described in the 

following section. 

(3) DEVS-CORBA components are integrated into Object Web. In Figure B-13, 

DEVS Factory and JDBC Server act as middle-tier application servers. They 

encapsulate the DEVS application logic to provide more manageable and more secure 

environment as mentioned above. Moreover, on the server side the architecture 

provides DEVS-CORBA related servers next to the existing HTTP server. On the 

client side, it has a CORBA ORB and Common Services, i.e.. Event Service, 

installed. This can incorporate with the Web browser by downloading the DEVS-

Client Applet from the server. In this way, we can use CORBA HOP to support the 

DEVS-CORBA Client/Models/Simulation Engine interactions. The HTTP continues 

to service HTML documents. 

The software and hardware requirements as well as the implementation environment of 

the integrated architecture are shown in Figure B-14. There are detailed issues remain to 
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be worked out, for example, defining the IDL interfaces of simulator and co-ordinator 

objects. 
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Figure B-14 DEVS-CORBA Phase III Implementation Environment & Components (2) 

The summary of the distributed, Web, CORBA, JDBC, DEVS objects design over 

enterprises (Internet and Intranet) is depicted in Figure B-IS. In the diagram, it indicates 

that multiple instances of objects over the network to support load balancing and fault 

tolerance in the distributed DEVS-CORBA system. The system can provide object 

implementation fault tolerance for stateless objects by simply starting instances of those 

objects on multiple hosts. DEVS objects are not stateless during a simulation processing. 
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However, it can restart the simulation processing if any interrupt occurs. In other words, 

fault tolerance can still be achieved with DEVS object implementations, i.e.. Models or 

Simulation Engine, that maintain state, but it will not be transparent to the DEVS Client 

application. 
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Figure B-15 Distributed DEVS Objects Web E)esign Based on Java, JDBC (ODBC), 

CORBA ORBs & Common Services (Event Service) over Enterprises 

The Web Server should contain a complete set of DEVS-CORBA software that can be 

downloaded if necessary. The Naming Service can be included into the design to locate 

objects transparently using Naming Context. As described before, in this architecture, the 

simulation is not done completely on one machine. The Event Service and Java network 
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package support the control and synchronization among the Simulation Engine 

components during a simulation procedure. Therefore, an integrated communication 

mechanism, HTTP, ORB, FTP (Socket), HOP, and JDBC/ODBC, has designed into the 

system. 

5. DEVS-CORBA Implementation using Visigenic Products 
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Figure B-16 DEVS-CORBA Software Components using Visigenic Products 
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Visigenic Software Inc. provides VisiBroker for Java, Common Services (Event and 

Naming Services) and VisiChannel for JDBC products [84] - [86] can suit the current 

DEVS-CORBA architecture implementation. Figure B-16 provides software components 

of the architecture with an OODB (ODE) using the Visigenic products. VisiBroker for 

Java development kits contains Gatekeeper, SmartAgent and Rutime classes and libraries. 

VisiChannel for JDBC Server contains ODBC Drivers and Driver Manager, Gatekeeper, 

and SmartAgent. The JDBC Client code is embedded in the JDBC Server package. The 

VisiBroker for Java development kits needs to be installed on both server and client 

machines. In order to use Visigenic Common Services' facilities, VisiBroker software 

must already be installed. 

The Gatekeeper runs on a Web Server outside the firewall. The Gatekeeper enables 

client-to-object communication through firewalls that do not accept nOP messages. It 

encapsulates the nOP messages into the HTTP style. Therefore, Gatekeeper acts as a 

gateway between HTTP and UOP. SmartAgent provides the naming resolution for 

VisiBroker. One or more SmartAgents running on the enterprise Intranet dynamically 

locate requested objects in the distributed object environment. The communication 

protocols between the components are also shown in the diagram. For downloadable 

applets, the related DEVS-CORBA Servers and Client code have to install on the Web 

Server. 

6. Summary 
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The collaborative DEVS-CORBA architecture (Phase I - HI) has identified the need for 

distributed computing environment (EKZE). The architecture requires interface to 

individual DEVS component as well as possibly to a legacy database (i.e., ODE) for 

DEVS MB. In addition, the components of DEVS-CORBA are distributed over networks 

either heterogeneous or homogeneous. It means the architecture needs to be implemented 

in different programming languages, various operating systems, over diversified 

hardware, network protocols or middleware. 

We have consented that (1) Java offers flexibility for distributed application development 

[66], (2) the distributed processing middleware is migrating toward CORBA [19], (3) the 

3-Tier Object Web technology encapsulates application (business) logic and provides 

more manageable and secure environment [61]. The wrapping techniques with 

Java/CORBA IDLs can meet the DEVS unique feature and integrate all DEVS objects 

into the heterogeneous, distributed, and collaborative infrastructure. We have defined 

DEVS Models as Object Implementation objects, DEVS Simulation Engine as both 

Client and Object Implementation objects. We also introduced DEVS-Factory to manage 

and archive DEVS MB and later will enhance the Interface Repository features into the 

Factory. The Event Service supports the control and communication among the 

Simulation Engine components asynchronously. JDBC and 3-Tier Object Web enable 

and bring the Internet and Intranet services for DEVS applications. Therefore, the 

collaborative CORBA based DEVS architecture offers a unifying framework that 

combines the rich functionality of DEVS, the ease of deployment of the modeling and 

simulation and the flexibility of object software for DEVS. By embracing the 
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Client/Server and object technology to DEVS modeling and simulation represents an 

evolutionary approach. 
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